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The objective of PAM is to provide a web - based Paralympic Athlete 
Management System (PAMS) in order to provide an athlete's information and 
manage the athlete information when organizing the games. This system will be 
used by Malaysian Paralympic ouncil (MP ) to replace their current sy tern which 
is performed manually at this time being. 
A survey has been carried out to evaluate the existing PAM sy tern which wa 
developed by diploma student. The existing system have provided the basic 
knowledge of the requirement of P AMS and overview of the system flow. Besides, 
interview session also carried out with MPC, to understanding their system 
management in athlete information. 
The functions provided by P AMS are able to search on data according to the 
different categories. Besides, P AMS offer notable protection against unauthorized 
access to server, database and document through Internet Information Server. There 
are two types of users on PAMS: administrator and general users. Administrator can 
be grouped into super administrator and assistant administrator. Th authoriz to do 
modification on data in the datab e while the eneral u i refer t ta of MPC 
which is not involve in the admini trati . Th en ral r nl 1 all wed t trieve 
and , e rch n nta but the ti rl idden t m n da in the database. 
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Paralympic Athlete Management System (PAMS) Introduction 
CllAPTER l: INTROOlJCTlON 
I.I PRO.JRCT OVl!~l~VIEW 
This project is done lo develop a web - based Paralympic Athlete Management 
System (PAMS) in order to provide an athlete's information and manage the 
athlete information when organizing the games. This s tern enables users to 
record, update and retrieves the new information required easil: and also provides 
a quick search on the data. 
Development of this system will be used by Malaysian Paraiympic ouncil 
(MPC) to replace their current system, which is performed manual! at this tim 
being. MPC is a non - government organization and it sign d the inception of a 
new era for the disabled. P AMS will provide a better management, adrninistrativ 
and dissemination of the athlete information. The athlete's information that is 
collected and determined by the administrator will be stored in the databas 
through this system. 
This system also yields from converting the traditional method in 
management athlete information in MPC to the computerized method. I\ pro ides 
the easiest way to access to the information that is star d in th server and enabl 
the user to search and retrieve the data at an time as the current stem in MP 
which is performed manually now makes the storing and r trie ing data ve ' tim 
consuming. This s stem is appli id in ord r to chan c this condiucn and p d up 
the admmistration process dramnucall- O'> re I. In ~{ d of manpo r du to us 
11011 tov ·rn111 nt or 1 ~tll/'Ulttm 
PAM.' tH d cl 1pcd un th· ltl'lll sc , , •1 1ppli .111u11 rnu it 1 1 cl> 
btu ·d VIII Inu iu l m l.(1 11\ r • 1 I\ lhc d 111 or r •. otu es tll k ·pt in 
!11 •: ·1 \ll't (p11r l1c·11l 11 ·01111wt ·r) .u1tl 10 h • ha1 ·cl'' uh nlh ·1 m11p11t ·1 tl11< ugh th· 









Paralympic Athlete Management System (PAMS) Introduction 
user section and administration section. General users arc the staff or MPC. The 
arc allowed to search and retrieve the data from th database but the 'arc forbidden 
lo do any modifi auon on the data. For tile p rspcctiv • of stem administration, 
administrators of MPC are allowed lo add, delete and update the information of the 
athlete information in the database. They will be required the lcain identific ation 
and password when u ccssing lo the administration section. 
PAMS will integrate with two others sterns, creating a more complicated 
information management system for the usage in MPC and this integrated system 
is named Paralympic Information Management stem (PJM ). The other tw 
systems are: 
c Paralympic One - top - enter (P ') 
POSC is a dynamic and interactive web site that pro idc and 
displays the information of MPC, sport information and athlete 
information. 
o Paralympic Sport Management System PSMS) 
PSMS is an application system that provides the sport information 
such as committee's organization of the events and so on. 
Integration among the systems will pro ide efficient information for th u ers. 
1.2 OBJE TIVE 
An obj ·ctiv • is a 111 usm I 1 111 thnt n • d: 1 
() I ·li ·s of Lil • (HOJ • ·t. 
omph h re the 
u To 111 ·iit1 111te 11110 the: ur rl'lll · •slL'Ul \ ht h 1 usm • l • aln 'stan 
P 11 tly111p1 • ('cu111 ·d ( JP(') lo ck l'lop a mor · ·11 • ·11 · ~ I ·m and 
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u To study and examine into the system de igns architecture. 
a To investigate into the techniques and skill , to anal ze requirements 
and produce functional specification. 
o To design, implement and test th units or the s stem. 
a To produce a project reports that containing all of the pertinent 
investigation and decision. 
Besides, the objectives of the system that is developed arc as below: 
o To provide computer system envtronrn nt and paperless working 
environment with the purpose to improve th s stem managem nt in 
MPC. This will overcome of the overload paperwork and also help to 
increase work efficiency and productivity. 
a To reduce administration and management costs in terms of time, 
stationery and others. 
a To ensure the data secure, unauthorized users are forbidden to modify 
the data in the database only administrators which ha e their own 
login identification and password, are allov ed to do the changes on 
data in the database. 
T msur • UJ to d l inf m \ti n f nthl ·t1•s 
u To ·1 •ntmg n rn 110up d t tha ·for '1PC's st 1 1 d admuustrutor 
Thus nllm int·, th •m th· ·asl~ o ucccss ro mfou» uron al n tun i und 
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a To increase performance in management operation which reducing 
the processing error and accurate manipulation or data with minimal 
human intervention. 
o The effectiveness of this system that is developed will be measur din 
the aspect of efficiency, accuracy, flexibility, u er · friend! and 
system performance. 
1.3 PROJECT MOTIVATION 
In MPC, the current system used for manage athlete information is p rformed 
manually, which are entire data or resources of athletes are kept in ordinary Jiles. If 
the user does not know the file name, then he/she will have to search through all 
the :fi)es in the cabinet manually. Since, current system is more progressing with 
paper work, when come to maintenance the system the work will sure becom 
more troublesome and time consuming. Therefore, P AMS is de eloped to enhance 
the current system. 
In addition, P AMS is based on client - server application the entire data are 
stored in the server database. Therefore, it does not require the user to install an 
files on their computer and users can just easily retrieve the information through 
the system at any times from any location as long as th ha ' ace sed to the 
system via intranet. As a result, this 1st m will nhance availabilit of thlet ' 
inforrnati n and al 'O improv • th· s ucm mana rem nt of athl t i's information. 
A 'sides, it conv rlinp th unditi >nnl ru ·th ! m rnnnupemuut uthl tc inform lion to 
th· method comput ri1.cs St) th it, l\ 1\1 r duce the ·, penses and manpov r 
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1.4 PRO.mer SCOPE 
This project scope defines the system function, assumption, constraint and 
limitation or tho proposed system. The project scope are slated as below· 
1.4.1 System Function 
System function of PAMS is divided into two main secti ns, hich arc ieneral 
user section and administration section. eucral user section is referring to 
committee staff of MPC which arc forbidden lo a ce ·s to administration se lion. 
They are only allowed to retrieve and search on data from the database but tho arc 
prohibited to do any modification on the data in the database. 
Administration section is referring to the administrators of MPC, hich 
they are allowed to add, update, and delete the data from the database. TI1 r are 
two types of administrator; super administrator and assistance administrator. Super 
administrator and assistance administrator are required login identification and 
password when access to administration section. Below are stated se eral modules 
which are included in each section: 
);;o- Oeneral User· Section 
a Search engin modul 
).- Admini trnHon Section 
t:t S '<'mil M dul · 
• 11th ·11l1 .u turn, 'uh 1odul · 
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• Athlete Biography Sub - Module 
• Game Villa c Sub - Module 
• Result P irforman · ub Module 
• Transportation Sub - Module 
• Create Game Sub - Module 
The details or each function can be found from hapter stem Analysis 
1.4.2 Assumption 
u Fundamental of functional requirement and non fun ctional r iquiremcnt 
are finalized at this stage of development phase. 
o A .firewall is implemented to ensure data safety and data integrity. 
1.4.3 Constraint 
o The targeted user of this system is only provide for staffMPC. 
o Due to the limited time of this project, certain modules could be 
developed for future releases. 
J .4.4 Limitation 
u S .urit is uni limit • tc I 1i11 H nnd Iiduhon f pa· ord. ther 
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r.s PIH)H1,J1,MS OF ( LIRRENT SY TEM 
Currently, the syst rn that is using in Malaysian Para! mpic ( ouncil (MP() is 
performed manually. sing manually system is not effective and consequent a 
plenty or problems. Some or the problems or the currents stem are state as below: 
u Storing a large number· of data is not efficient and not eflccti e b 
manual! and management or athlete information i nots st rnatic. 
o Searching and retrieving information athlete i slov , unr liable and 
time consuming. 
o No security guarantee of the system. 
o A lot of expenses in operation and maintenance and also and much of 
manpower involved. 
1.6 EXPECTED OUTCOME 
Paralympic Athlete Management st m P asy to retrieve athlete 
information from dat as ; g tting data is f t r th n th curr nt system and 
r · · ·iwd d ta i: mo s u n rte Furth irmor '. P s stem administration 
i11 the Ill 1111cm 111t of the athlete in orm hon elo re the some expectation 
Olli OllH'S of lhis .· tSll'lll 
.' HH Ill)' •nl u • mfo1 muu in tH d l ' m ct ct dntabarc 
I' ·mplal ·(f(u 111. of' th· •, ~l nu 1. mor · : Hrnch c ilh their ml ·1 Iac ·• 
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u Ability inte zration v ith the two thers systems which are Para! 1m1 ic 
One-Stop- 'enter (POS ) and Paralyrnpic port Manag meru S stem 
(PSM ). 
a Easy operation, maintenance and effective. Reduce manpower 
involvement, templates ar provided for administrator to manage this 
system. 
1.7 POR.JE TS HEDULE 
A project schedule describes the system development cycle for a particular project 
by enumerating the phases or stages of a project and braking each into discrete 
tasks or activities to be done. All the tasks consist of research, literature survey, 
system analysis, system design, system implementation, system testing s stem 
evaluation and conclusion. With the proper project schedule planning, it will 
ensure that the project development process works out smooth! and leads to 
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1.8 Rli~PORT OVERVIF.W 
The purpose of this r port is to document essential information gathered and 
implemented throughout the development or the project. ll covers the introduction, 
literature survey, system unulysis, s stern desi 'Tl, system implementation, system 
lesling, system 'vaJ uat ion and conclusion. 
Chapter l - Iutroduction 
This chapter provide an overview or the thesis. The proje 'l ov .rview, ob.1 • live, 
rnotivation, scope, problem defined, expected utcornc and project schedule arc 
included in this chapter. 
Chapter 2 - Literature Survey 
This chapter summarizes the research done and contains rele ant information for 
project development Review on the existing system and current system used in 
MPC, then make the analysis on that reviev system and synthe is it Gather the 
information of the development tools to def .rrninc ·hi ~h rl.~ · lfl 1ni;n! f • l ~ 
pertinent in this system. 
Chapter 3 - System Analysi 
This chapter will discuss the methodology that will be u sed lo de clop a system, 
analysis the functioru I r qu11 nucnts and n n utter nts. He ide it 
also includes lhl' rt n on h. ccrturn pl !If 1111 th- d 11 1 '"'" 1 ll, rll. lat1rl1;1s1.~ "": 
d1 >.' n 
('hnt•h'r·4 S s(Nu JJt-•. i •11 
l ltlli di 1plt•1 Ill htth• .. A It'll! f um 11 Ill Jiii <I ' It'll (I JI t n l\'1- UUI 'IHlll of 1111.: ~y!>{L"111~ 
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Chapter S - System lmplemeutatlon 
This .haptcr is emphasize 011 \ riling a program that nuplcmcnting the system 
design. gives description of rite development environment durin 1 the process if' 
l>11ildiug the ·. stern, system impl .mcntatiun and how (he system is tested. 
Chapter 6 - Syst .ru '1'<'1<fo1~ 
'111is chapter covers the purpose or testing and tcstine sirat e, In adduions, this 
chapter will discuss in details about the unit lest in • inlcg1 ation le:linr, und ··v:fen1 
testiu , . 
Chap1e1· 7 - System Evaluation and Conclusion 
This chapter will focus on the problems encountered during development of the 
system (PAMS), discussion the ~y:{ern . lrc11r,tl1s, li111it;tti 111 Ht1d f11l1111: 
crlh?1nc~rn1~111.-:; 1.:1.11.1ld 1.~ ;111.~1.1rp1.1n11~d in PA MS Furthermnre, concluxirm nf !lw 
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1.9) SllMMARV 
This chapter described the general overview of the entire s stem will going to 
develop. The objectives of the developing this system, scope covered in P AMS, the 
assumption, constraint, and also the limitation of the system which is to let the 
readers to have a better understanding or the PAM . hapter two will considers on 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
Literature review explains the finding sources and a more detail research regarding the 
certain topics or projects that is to be developed in the system. Idea, knowledge and 
experience were gained when the research were done in the process of preparing for the 
project proposal. Afford for developing Paralympic Athlete Management System 
(P AMS) for MPC went smoothly with the appearance of the useful and exact 
information. 
2.1 MALAYSIAN PARALYMPIC COUNCIL (MPC) 
Malaysian Sports Council foe the Disabled was fanned in May 1989 with the 
Government's help and encouragement. It signed the inception of a new era for the 
disabled, promising swift ramifications in public awareness. Later on, Malaysian Sports 
Council was renamed as Malaysia Paralympic Council (MPC) in 1996. MPC remained a 
non - profit organiz.ation recognized and supported by the Ministry of Youth and Sports 
and the Ministry of National Unity and Social Development. MPC is a member of the 
International Paralympic Committee (IPC) and is affiliated to the Far East and South 
Pacific Federation. 
MP with the remar able gro' th and rogr , h c ' n lar el· due to the Malaysian 
v nnmcnt's s lid bac in . The or .. anizati n' o j ctivc and mission are strongly 
promoted b tho Minist of Nationnl Unit e cl pment & the 
Ministry )f Y uth , 1 < 1 t. In line with Ml phy disa led athletes are 
II 'OlltH['C<l h • h ·nt th 'II 111d I .mfurcc then 111111d, ·111d ~p1rit 
A n N uion l 11 amzntion, MP ' is cnuu t ·d with th· ni:urn 'Ctrn.:nt elf se cial 
comp ·tili in , \ hi •h m •111 k the M 111 , i-111 I ·u~tl mp11d and ASl·A 111 1tnlm11 ever 
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2.2 DEFINITION OF PARALYMPIC SPORTS 
Paralympic Sports i defined as a sport for the disabled. The goals of emerge paralympic 
sport is to produce the disables to be more progressive, producti e, pertinent and more 
integrate with social. iucc this sport is important for them, MPC ha taken it a a 
consideration and organize the paralympic game, which i known as Malaysian 
Paralympiad. It is twice yearly sports championship held especially for the Disabled at 
the national and ASEAN invitation level (2). In line with MPC's philo ophy disabled 
athletes are encouraged to strengthen and reinforce their mind, b dy and pint thr ugh 
the ParaJympic sport. The objectives of Paralympic sport are: 
o To give a wider participation opportunity to the disabled athletes at the state 
level across the country. 
o In line with the "Sports For All" concept for participation, health, friendship 
and fun purposes. It is also in line with the .. Sports Excellence" concept, 
which aims to portray the talent, skill and ability of the disabled athletes. 
o To evaluate and recognize the talent and p rformance of the athletes in 
order to choose them to fill in th back-up quad te n squad and national 
quad. 
tJ ·1 b · ph , i all and tn mtall , pre re. in all . pects of skill and 
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2.3 DESIGNING, PLANING ANO ONTROLL.ING EVENT LOGISTIES 
The attention to the minutest detail critical to success in planning events is important. 
Every aspect of the events must carefully design to satisfy the needs of every 
constituency group. 
In the process planning the events, asking the right question to gather a much 
information as possible is an importance criteria. Besides, some of the condition that 
must first be determined before begin the logistics planning for each event, there are to 
have a good pJanning in the events, some basic requirements must be fulfilled such a the 
consideration on how large is the event, the numbers of participants and the event be held 
indoors, outdoor or both [3]. 
In the perspective on transportation, the athlete arrive and depart by private automobile, 
private motorcoach or public transportation (types of transportation, itinerary and special 
needs) also must take in the consideration. Require transportation to and from their living 
accommodation, practice fields, and competition arena. When transporting athletes to and 
from the airport or competition and practice venue request the appropriate type of 
vehicles very important. Moreover, continual monitoring is nece sa.ry to either increase 
or decrease the number of transportation in circulation on each traffic pattern. 
Beside , h 11 m nvnil le to u ·c mm dnti n all ontingencie al o must be determined. 
A pr due· f a • cnt f r di. nbt · nth! I·. identif all limitations and remove 
barrier» for th· impair d al must be planned. 
Annlhcr 11111 111 • lopi Ii· ti pr ducinv p rt · cnt for the 
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2.4 FINDING 
There are several approaches of research was used in finding the sources in the literature 
review. The main objective of this is to find out more information about the real system 
had been used to manage the athlete information and also to find more supporting facts in 
architecture designing to develop PAMS. The end results of the useful and pertinent 
information through the research had been carried out will be implemented in 
development of the P AMS. 
2.4.1 Reference Books 
In order to have a better understanding on the terms, procedure and administration 
involved in system management of athlete information, reading some of the sport 
management reference books, brochure and so on were carried out Besides, some 
reference books, which are related to the system architecture, system analysis, and system 
design also read through for better idea in the designing of the structure of PAMS. 
2.4.2 Facilities Internet - Search Engine 
Using the facilities provided by Intern t such as earch ngine to find more details about 
system management inf onnation sy tern. ide , arch ngine was also used to find 
m re informnti n a ut do olopment t ol platf nn y tern, web programming and so 
on before the hardware and oflwar · to ls wcr · d ternun d in d eloping PAMS. The 
ha le kuowl ·d~ c t n Mi .rosof] Vi. u,ll Studi Int ·rl . , A t1 er Pages (ASP) 
nnd s > t 11 we: · goinc I 1h1 11111.h the \! h :1tc v h1 h cnhnc tut nut 
2.4.. Inter lew 
An inte i ·w with MP( was ii o 11111cd ut in dcr to tel the 111fornwt1< n 111 
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Kamaruzaman, the Manager of Paralympiad Malaysian and Events, provide a lot of 
information uch as what system i currently using by MPC, what are the procedures in 
manage the athlete information what are the process of organizes the games and so on. 
The information gained through the interview session will much help in develop PAMS. 
Besides, interview also carried out with Mr. Afizal Abu Othman, which is the officer in 
Sport Science Center, Univcr ity of Malaya. Some knowledge in management sports also 
gained from him. The interview question also prepared and enclose in the appendix. 
2.4.4 Existing System 
The analysis on the existing system was also carried out in order to further enhance their 
weakness to improve on the PAMS. Although the previous PAMS system, which was 
developed by the previous diploma student is workable, but lack of many critical features 
that are always used in management system. So that, the weakness of the previous P AMS 
system needs to enhances and improve. Although the previous system is not used by 
MPC, but it gives a basic idea and knowledge of the whole system. 
2.4.5 Existing Thesis And Others 
Thesis reports prepared by former students were also used as form of references. These 
can found in the Faculty of Computer cience Inf rmanon T chnology's document 
room. These these served as a u eful uidanc ciall in the pr c s of preparing this 
rep rt. th r re, 0111 ·c · of infomr tion that er · al o found included any system 
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2.5 SYSTEM REVIEW 
To have a cJear and better idea on develop this system, reviews on the existing system 
have carried out. Review on these existing systems is a crucial work, because it will let 
the developer more understand the y tern flow, what are the system need , and also can 
make the improvement on the existing system. 
2.5.1 The Existing PAMS 
Paralympic Athlete Management System (P AMS) was developed by the diploma tudent 
from Faculty of Computer Science and Information Technology in the academic session 
of 2000 I 2001. Their pass thesis papers are studied and researched in detail [5]. It 
provides me with a basic knowledge of the requirement P AMS for further modification 
and enhancement to the existing P AMS. Although the existing system is a workable 
system but it does not used by the MPC in their management of the athlete information 
because short of many important features which are frequently used in system 
management. Since there are lacks of many significant features, which are needed in the 
system management, so the improvement of the system need to carried out. 
The existing PAM covered the wh le ba ic flow • tem uch as enable the 
admini trator to entry the athlete s inf rmati n and r trie e and di pla s the data which 
was ·ntr . I sides, f 1 m d · ·i min of the . t m i bas d n u er friendly to provide 
users easy t man l • th· s stem th imscl e . .ar h engine als provided in the 
i. 11111 s sf sm I ut the cat al 1ht f the ·a ·h ·rwmc m mdm dat; i very limited. It 
do-. 1101 11 n id ·th · li:al111 s such 1s i.; ·a1 ·h ilh nth! ·t · name, c untr • port and so on. 
!\II the f' • 11111 ·s Ih ll 111 • pro 1dc I Ill th • • t. trnt• ystcm i~ not entire ulfil! the 
I • 111i1 ·111 ·uf or MP Ill thdr lfl'Ulllf' 'lllt'lll. Thct •ft re, the m:un Obj ·cti c nf tln pr J •ct ,., 
to nhan · the • 1. 111111 PAM.' b acld1111• mo1c calu1 • to uh.:1 t Hm.: complc p1< • •. mr 
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The system should provide the feature log in user to ensure the information secure. The 
system also should protect the data from being modified by the unauthorized user except 
the administration who have their own login identification and password. Unauthorized 
users only allowed to retrieve the needed data without changes any information in the 
database. Search engine should provide more widely and ability in the searching of data 
such as search with athlete's name, country, name s of sport and so on. The more ability 
in searching will make the system more efficient in providing the information. Besides 
that some important scopes, which are frequent use in organize the athlete information is 
not include in existing system such as, accommodation and food, tran portation, 
performance of athlete, training session. 
As a result, some features that are frequently used should add in the existing system to 
enable the system more complex and efficient for further use in MPC. 
2.5.2 Current System Used In MPC 
The current system, which is used for manage the athlete information in MPC, is 
performed manually and not computerizes. The entire data is kept in an ordinary file and 
many processing of the works are invol ed in paper work. For instance in the process to 
get the athlete biography to store in file they ha e to send th particular forms to the 
athlete to fill up. Then receiv back the fill d up f ml. after recei ed this form, they have 
to document it and print it ut t . t re in files. 
in ·c th · m · n I 11. 111r th · eomput •111.-. • st ·m. it ' ill !-. 1r that r ·dundancy work will 
cc ·ui mcl 111111po er i11 I ·111 ·nt ' 111 111 ·1 ·n · · ·1 h lat l that is .t red in 1Je, i the u ers 
d 1 1101 I now 1h • Iii numc. tht.:11 the v tll ha e to . e ch th u th all the files in the 
·ahl11 ·1 1111111u tll Tiu. wm 1: (r uble: 0111 • nd tim con umm? Uy h' vin , the datab c 
f' H" , tot iup lht· dnta usen e1111 f 1110 ·u 11 the d ua b . · •a1 .lun , ,tltroul'h th · <lat~.1bas • with 
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MPC is a non - government organization and the support from the government are very 
little in as-cct financial. All the support is came from the sponsors, volunteers and social 
workers; the staff of MPC only pay with a low allowance because short of financial. So 
that purpose of developing of this system is also as a contribute to MPC for reducing their 
expenses and manpower involvement in the administration. 
2.5.3 System Management Used In Sport Science Center, University of Malaya 
The system management that is used in Sport Science is also perform manually. They do 
not use any computerize systems to store the data of athletes. Usually, all the data of 
athletes are type it out in word document and stored in files. Besides that, from the 
interview, which I had conducted with Mr. Afizal Abu Othman, the officer in Sport 
Science Center, University of Malaya, he said that when to run a competition or 
tournament, a lot of forms will need to design for the participants to fill in and the data 
colleted will retype in word document, then will store in files. When they want to retrieve 
the data collected of the particular athlete information, they will need to go through 
manually to find the documents from the files. 
Although the system management, which is using in Sport Science Center do not 
bring much troublesome to them in their management, but such kind of management is 
only suitable for manage in a mall competition it i, not efficient when come to organize 
a lar 10 ·01111 ctition bccuus · it ls time c n umin and a lot of manpov er in olve in 
mana tin ' the pr ces: f data llcc: ·d. 
2 <• DIS/\ ANTAG11:S D 
< OtJIUf.NT S S'l'Ji,M \JSJr,I) J 
OF YST M A D 
p· 
Fr 111 th • d 1t11 • lit ·1 ·d 011 I 1111 ·1 iew had b ·en .an i -d out. t} • 1. 111111 sy. t ·m whr h i 
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shown some di advantages and weaknc se . The disadvantage and weaknesses are 
stated as below: 
o The existing system lack of some important features (scope) that is 
frequently used i11 system management of athlete information and the basic 
requirements are not fulfill, unable operation as a system management for 
MPC. 
o The system security of the existing system is unreliable because all users 
are allowed to modify the data. 
o The existing system is not built on web - based application, so that the 
information colleted is more difficult to share among the users when in the 
different location. 
a The current system used in Ml'C, which is performed manually, is not 
efficient and effective for storing the large information in manually. 
o Searching information athlete by manually is slow and wastes a lot of time. 
o Redundancy f work in pr 
manp wet Invol nnent. 
m th information athlete will increase the 
o M tint ·11111' • < ch· : stem 1.· dtfficulrly and ln1dl mcc the files are store 
umuu tll 
L:J In •rea. • ad1111111 tratu 11 and m nap -mcnt ·t. rn t ·r ms of time, st ti ncry 
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2. 7 Synthesis 
From the information collected, I was ained a lot of information about the requirement 
for developing this system. Beside, some weaknesses also identify in the existing ystem, 
so that the improvement of the exi ting ystcm need to carried out to enhance the system 
performance, Knowing the requirements and understanding the problems which is face 
by MPC will have a better way in solution and more effective to fulfill MPC need . 
Some of enhancements need to emphasize in the P AMS are divided into everal aspect : 
a Should cover all the basic requirements which are frequently used by MPC 
in manage the athlete information when running the games. Some basic 
fields must be included in the system are accommodation and food, 
performance of the athlete in each events, training session and athlete 
transportation. 
CJ The information that is provided by the system should ensure the data 
correctness, accuracy and integrity. As a result, the ystem secure should be 
emphasized in the P AMS to avoid an unauthorized users to modify the 
data. They Io in identification and p words ar ne d hen access to the 
administrati n ction. 
u 'npu if it f . eurch ·n -me In fin in data should impro e. Provide more 
Hll •1111111 • • e irch 11 <:ht 1 so ·h rt s ·ur h ' ith athlete' name, country, 
111111e's or 'lp 11 I 1111d >lh ·1 It \'itll h.:t 11 'l'- • ·trr • ·th· data more accurate. 
u S st •111 i bt11lt ou ·Ii ·nt x ·r ·1 apphcauon All th · athlete inf rmati n 
Ill . IOll' 111 th· i.:1 •1 uni 1ba • 'Ill I 1t 1 ·a y f 1 the u~c1~ t a ·~s 1<1 th· 
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2.8 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
2.8.l Mainframe Architecture 
It is not a client/server architecture. With mainframe software architectures all 
intelligence is within the central host computer. Users interact with the host through a 
terminal and send that information to the host. Mainframe software architectures are not 
tied to a hardware platform [ 6]. 
rBJ Disadvantages 
Do not easily support graphical user interfaces or access to multiple databases 
from geographically dispersed sites. 
2.8.2 File Sharing Architecture 
It is not a client/server architecture. The original PC networks were based on file sharing 
architectures, where the server downloads files from the shared location to the desktop 
environment. The requested user job is then run in the desktop environment [6]. 
Di advantag • 
!BJ Work if shar d 11 'R) • i: I 
· tran ferrcd i · als 1 w. 
2.8.3 ( lit·J1f I Server Ar hih'fhtrt• 
I\. 1 1 •, ult nf the li111 tntion · ( t ile lmnn~· tu ·1111 ietur •. , the ·licnt/ erver · r hitecture 
cm 11 I. 'llns appr )ii ·h intro lu · · l a dut: bas e er to replace the tic er er. Jsin a 
r lnti mal d 1l th 11 • 1111n 1pc111 ·111 •· st ·ru (I HMS • u •r queue uld · ; n. wer .d 
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response rather than total file transfer. It improves rnulti-u er updating through a GUl 
front end to a r'1ared database p]. There are various clients - server architecture. 
Basically, they can be divided into three main categories such as single tier, two - tier, 
multi - tier client - server architecture. 
Typically, an application has three basic layers, there are: 
o Presentation logic 
Presentation layer is where the user interfaces are build. It is the front - end 
layer that interacts directly with user. 
a Business Logic 
Business layer will handle the business rules of the application 
o Data Access Logic 
Data storage and retrieval are handle by the data access logic. It plays 
important roles in data integrity and maintenance. 
2.8.3.1 Single- Tier Client- Server Arcbitectur 
1 he , in ilc tier architecture i lhe fir st ' nerati n f cli nt - er s stem and it bas a 
. in ilc application l 1 er t support the u er int irface, bu ines rul s and the data access 
I pi ·. In this , r hitccturc, dntn e n • , t red not in th' m I cati n as the application 
but the J tn 1 • •• s lo iic 1 ·in th uppltcntit 11 la er. 
2.H. .2 T, o - 'l'ier ('lieut St•t er r hlte tun 
Fil'tll l' , I dl'p1 ·t th · dt• t 11 I t wo t1<.·1 ·lt .nt ser er Hr ·lute t ur c. 'f he 11 · ·r s I nn 
int ·r foe · i. usually I ) al · I in th.: 11 er's I • lop en 1r nmcnt t re: cntatt n layer) and the 
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powerful machine that services many clients. Processing management is split between the 
user system interface environment and the database management server environment. 
The database management server provides stored procedures and triggers [6]. 
Two tier architectures consist of three component distributed in two layers: client that is 
requester of services and server that is provider of services. The three components are 
o User System Interface such as session, text input, dialog, and display 
management services 
o Processing Management such as process development, process enactment, 
process monitoring, and process resource services 
o Database Management such as data and file services. 
The two-tier design allocates the user system interface exclusively to the client. It places 
database management on the server and splits the processing management between client 
and server, creating two layers. Two tier software architectures are used extensively in 
non-time critical information processing where management and operations of the system 
are not complex. This design is used frequently in decision support systems where the 
transaction load is light and requires minimal operator intervention. 
Advunhagc of Two - Tier Clieut - · er 
ltJ Tw ) tit1 lieut 
·omr 1r • wif h siorl ti ·r . :I ·111 
dramaticall r due s network traffic 
Rf Th · . I ·111 ·au I · inrpl -in ·ntc 1ui I nnd thu cheaply \I mg rapid 
1pph at i 11 d lopm ·111 RAI t • hruque: imd 1t 1 • uital le ~ r mall 
v or g1 up t JR' ·11 110111rw11t. 111 acJchli 11, u int• f AD tc hniq IC'i .an •11 ·ur • 
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Disadvantages of Two - Tier Client - Server 
IBl The perfonnancc of the system deteriorates as networking bottleneck occur 
when an optimum number of users is exceeded. Besides that, each client site 
requires separate database performance. 
IBl For the fat client - server, the workstations require powerful CPU 
(Computers Processing Units) and large amount of disk and memory. 
Moreover, it is not suitable for environment with rapid changes in busine s 
rules because when business logic changes, to update the software on 
numerous workstations can be excessive. 
~ Security of two-tier client - server system us complicated a user may require a 
separate password for each database server accessed. 
Client 
Task I Services 
• User Interface 
• Presentation Services 
• Application Services 
---------- .. ·--· .. ·· 
Task I Services 
• Application Serv ces 
• Bu n ss Serv ces 
• Oat servic s l S rvr L J 
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2.8.3.3 Three - Tier Architecture 
The three - tier software architecture (three layer architecture) emerged in the 1990s to 
overcome the limitation of the two - tier architecture [8]. Figure 2.2 depicts the three - 
tier architecture. 
In this architecture, a middle tier was added between the user system interface client 
environment and the database management server environment. The middle tier can 
perform queuing, execution, and database staging. For example, if the middle tier 
provides queuing, the client can deliver its request to the midd.1e layer and disengage 
because the midd.1e tier will access the data and return the answer to the client. In addition 
the middle layer adds scheduling and prioritization for work in progress. 
The three-tier client/server architecture has been shown to improve performance for 
groups with a large number of users (in the thousands) and improves flexibility when 
compared to the two-tier approach. A limitation with three tier architectures is that the 
development environment is reportedly more difficult to use than the visually oriented 
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Task I Server 
Client • User Interface 
• Presentation Services 
Business Task /Services 
• Application Services 
• Business Services /objects 
Appllcatlon 
Server 
Business Business '---~~~~~~~· .................................................................................. i - . 
Task / Services 
• Data Services 
• Data Validation 
Database 
Server 
Figure 2 .2 Three- Tier Client - Server Architecture 
2.8.3.4 Multi - Tier Architecture 
A further extension to three - tier solutions is the multi - user (n - tier). An addition 
middle tier between a thin client and a thin server i inserted to create three tiers. The 
client communicates with the middle tier u in tandard ommuni ations protocols such 
as T P/IP. The middJ • tier int rfo · with the ackend R M u in tandard database 
pr toe I or by mean of data a e middl ware. lt i. r p n i le for 
l:J n Ii •nt r .quc: t , , pp! in l u me · I -ric and in king database 
n: (Ill. f., 
a 1 lun !lint' datab t · c. ma: , up J rm ' urther l usm I ~1c and J ·ncrating 
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Advantages of Multi - Tier lient- erver 
0 As there is one more middle tier to handle presentation and business logic, 
whenever changes is required. It can be easier and faster compared with two - 
tier client - server. In addition middle tier servers are portables and can be 
shifted as required. 
0 High scalable because it enables distribution of workload over many 
computers. 
0 As each middle tier is treated as a module, so they are reusable for other 
application. As a result of this, there will be reduction in development efforts, 
minimization of workload maintenance and discretion of costs. 
Disadvantages of Multi - Tier Client - Server 
IE} There are more task to undertake and complex to address than two -tier 
architecture because multi - tier clieat - server enables additional tier in 
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2.8.4 Review On Current Client I Server Architecture 
Two-Tier Three - Tier Multi-Tier 
Level of layer Two Three Multi 
Easy to develop Very asy Difficult Very 
Difficult 
Flexibilities & Scalability Low High Highest 
Fat- Client Yes No No 
Require powerful client (memory, Yes No No 
etc) 
Volume of result sets generated Large Reasonable Reasonable 
by server 
Cost of development And Support Very high Reasonable Cheaper 
to deploy the business rules on the 
client 
Total of tasks to undertake and Fewer Many Much 
complex issues to address 
Required separate database Yes No No 
connection per workstation 
Table 2.1 Review n urrent lieut - erver Archit tur 
2.8.5 'Ii nt - erver Versu tnnd - Alone rchit tur 
I\ x mpute: I l •• n lt nn • I t< othe: nuput · · 11\ rilled a . tand - alone computer. The 
Inf 1 111<1 p1 lpt nu: in n . I rnd ilouc compute: arc n j shared 1th the ther c mputer. 
The hnrd di , p1111t ·1 s und th •1 11111 d a1 • .oune tcd t > a tand alone c mputer can 
mly b utiliv ·d tine uph the .omputer ·1 he nr · ·mm ·clccl t 1 1111 in a ices iblc to uuolhcr 
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Client Server is a computer in a network can function either a a erver computer or a 
client computer according to the role it p'ays. Usually the resources such as data, program 
and hardware to be shared are kept in one particular computer. The other computer on the 
network can access this computer to use these resources. The computer serves resource to 
the other computer is called a server computer wherea the other computers that use the 
server provided by the server are called the client computer or client. 
2.9 WEB APPLICATION 
A web application is like any other application, except it re ides on a web - server. A 
web application uses the Internet I Intranet and browser to present data and retrieve input. 
As the primary use of the web bas been publishing information and graphics to users. 
Web application can also evolves from traditional client I server application. However, 
implementing or converting current client - server application to Internet system requires 
extension planning and is no simple task. Web application use Intranet protocols such as 
TCP/IP, HTTP, and HTML for information display and networking protocols (10]. 
2.9.1 Intranet 
Intranet is the deployment of Internet technolo behind a fir wall, for use internally by a 
company's empt yee r private corp rate inf rmation and c llab ration systems (11]. In 
ther w rd, it is a privato netw rk u: uall a AN r WAN. that enables the use of 
lntcrn ·t-ba 'Cd application· in envir nment. As on the public 
Int r net Intrnn ·t. ·w1 h . t W ·b s ·1 ·rn. I IP set .rs, and an ther IP-ba ed ervices. 
' Hnp 111i H hu • I e •n u:mg pt i uc nl't\ 1 · r cum t 
p1 i at • 11 ·t Noa <lid n t hn · c Hl i tcut mtcr f t • , standard 
lu r · inf rmation but Id 
a s to publi h inf rmation, 
or ·Ii .nt tpph ·at icrn. that w ·1 cupr ble if ·1 • • ·s:111' d1 e sc daf.tt stores The o thin1•. 
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can be accessed. If an application can be used over the public Internet, it will work on 
private intranets too. 
2.9.2 Evolution of Client- Server to Web- Based Architecture 
Both client - server and web -based architecture are the representatives of the current 
state - of - the - art in computer development technology with both of the e architecture. 
It is believed that the roles of client and crver in client - server sy tern able to provide 
the best of the traditional client - server architecture if designed correctly. 
2.9.3 Traditional Client - Server Architecture And Web -Based Architecture 
The differences between traditional client - server and web server are: 
o Ease of Maintenance 
In web - based architecture, modification on an application can be done 
easily without configuration on user's computer. Moreover, the client able 
to access web - based without having the program installed in the computer, 
a web browser is adequate. This is suitable for a large organization or 
organization with branches all o er th plac . But in traditional client - 
.crvcr architcctur '. in tallati n and upgradin of application involves each 
cli .nt's c mput r. 
w A I 1ptubili1 
'11 •nl sci c1 ·11 1l>lc 1 i t 1 • ml nt1tr11•cs of n ·w computer technologies. 
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o Thinner Client 
A traditional client - server application results in a fat client while web - 
based application is in a much thinner client and it is more reliable as a web 
client has less failure and more error prone. 
Jn summary, a web - based architecture provides a less complicated application, better 
performance, flexibility, scalability and the possibility of bringing in some new 
interesting new technologies. 
2.9.4 Web - based Client- Server Architecture 
Same as multi - tier client - server architecture, web - based client - server has three 
basic layers such as the presentation layer, the business logic layer and the data access 
layer. 
CJ Presentation Layer 
Presentation layer will be the web browser and web authoring tools such as 
Netscape Navigator and Internet Explore. It also provides user interface for 
users to navigate the World Wide Web (WWW) and cooperate web server 
and databases. Web authorin tools are tools that let users create HfML 
documents will be place in HIT erver or v b se er. These documents 
will be a uihlblc for the mplo ees the corporate company or WWW 
11 er'. 
u I h1sim.. · I.. I' it' L;1 ·1 
f ht. in 'S. )OJ I' f 1 er I,' )I th' ·l •1 er, applicatioa development 
cu irn11111 ·ut nnd lo 1. ii'· ell a nuddlcwar e Web ser er will functioning 
iu; 1 "W h I Ii· ·· whc mmHW • and ecui · the tram u in ' fiu.:wall and 
.nc puon and 11 will a . t'it m d · cl pm ·ut ctlo t and •n me the •h . itc 
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and tools are for applicatioi development as well as augment existing client 
server system with the web echnology. 
o Data Acee s Layer 
Data access layer is nonnaly where the database is handled. Data retrieval 
and access is handle via W<b Server. 
2.9.5 Multi -Tier Client- Server In Neb Technology 
Web computing is implementing the mlti - tier computing to take the advantages of 
multi -tier architecture. The advantages ae as follow: 
a Internet- Ready Structure: 
Multi - tier architecture las a structure that is suitable for Internet and 
WWW technology. The oerating system, application and data are resided 
on middle server instead of user's computer and users will access the 
application and data via we browsers. 
a Easy Maintenance 
Bu incs logic is provided) the rniddl - tier f multi - tier system, so the 
m tint mancc f u inc ' l tic nl r v ill in olve the erver. This avoids a 
manu l installati n pr ces on d top that can be ery costly and 
tim c n: u111c 1 i the p pulti 11 f u. ·r 1: I· rue. 
t.:.1 S ·c1111t 
'I he 111ul11 ttc1 • st ·111 1 tfo .. tnbut .d < rclute .turc Thus, security i · needed 
to ntr )I over • ·n. 111 e ~ta W11h th1 . uucturc, diflcren; le ct or access 
cunl: ul can be illlpl ·111cnt41 and the ad1111111 I rat or of the a cc. mt ml w111 
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o Flexibility And High Adaptable Architecture 
The multi - tier architecture enable the business logic to be designed on a 
well manner that provided easy extension or enhancement. 
2.9.6 Web Server Technology 
The www is the truly intergalactic client - server application. This new model of client - 
server consist of thin, portable, ' universal" clients that talk to super fat and server. In its 
simple incarnation, a web server returns documents when client ask for them by name. 
The client and server communication using a protocol called Hypertext Transfer Protocol 
(HfTP). This protocol is passed as strings, with no provision for typed data. The web is 
being extended to provide more interactive forms of client- server computing [12]. 
2.9.6.1 Internet Information Server(IIS) 5.0 
Internet Information Server (IIS) is Windows 2000 professional built-in web server. With 
ITS 5.0, Microsoft introduces a new paradigm to the web-transactional applications. 
Transactions are the plumbing that now make it possible to run r al business 
applications with rapid d velopment, ea y scalability and ATOMIC reliability [13]. 
llS .0 brin t l! the the power f Wind w NT erver with th best of client I server 
devcl pment and the u iquit o the Int srn t to create the first Web platform for true 
di. tt i ut ·cl ur plicutiou» 'I he sci ct idcd 11 are WWW, FTP and 
lopli ·r 'lh · f · 1htr • f II. 111 • 
u 'u111p 1t ihl 11111 I ·ment u iot1 
m W ·h . 11 er. 
the cur ent pen Internet l lTI J.> I. standard 
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CJ Only web server integrated into a network operating system 
a Part of tho Windows 2000 Professional Installation, which means that IlS is 
up and running with Windows 2000 Professional 
a Single user directory for all Web servers. 
2.9.6.2 Apache 
Apache is a freely available Web server that is runs on most UNIX-based operating 
systems such as Linux, Solaris, Digital UNIX, and AIX), on other UNIX/POSIX-derived 
systems such as Rhapsody, BeOS, and BS2000/0SD, on AmigaOS, and on Windows 
2000. According to the Netcraft (www.netcraft.com) Web server survey in February 
2001, 60% of all Web sites on the Internet are using Apache (62% including Apache 
derivatives), making Apache more widely used than all other Web servers combined. 
Apache complies with the newest level of the Hypertext Transport Protocol, HTfP 1.1. 
Free support is provided through a bug reporting system and several Usenet newsgroups. 
Several companies offer priced support [14]. 
2.9.6.3 hill! oft A P 
'lhililSofl A p j • u W apr licali n · ·r r ba d n the A P ar hitecture, standard for 
W l np1 lie lion. It i a · mpl ·tc plat ti nu for the rapid de eloprnent of sophisticated web 
nip!in J m ua 1c, built in state and session 
tu 111 I} •mc11t 111d • 1s d 111ba. e n ic '. s, 1. n hi zh perf onnance engine with 
f \1111 • • , 11 ·h 1. Just-in, Tim· Pau mpil tion. aut m· tic proco fail - over and 
r ·s11111 1111111 i thr ·ndcd < r multi p1 ss • nfirurnh n mid p· pc caclun 1 f 15]. With 
rsions for botJ1 NT and NIX, user .an build and ho t web applicatt 11 acros« multi] I 
J latf rm hili'Son ASP is availabl • r N ·t~cap ·, Ap ch'. an I L tu Web S ·rv 1 n 
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2.9.6.4 Comparison Between HS 5.0 and Apache Server 1.2 
Features llS 5.0 Apache Server 1.2 
Platform Window 2000 Professional NetBSD, Digital UNIX, BSDl, AJX, 
available on OS/2,SCO,HPUX, Novell NetWare, 
Macintosh, Be OS, Windows NT, 
LINUX, Windows 95, Free BSD, 
Windows 98,IRlX & Solaris. 
Pricing Free with window 2000 Free 
Professional option pack 
Setup Simple setup procedures and Setup more difficult ha poor 
Administration integrated management tools administration tools 
Authentification Very strong Authentification No certification support 
& security & security features 
Logging Extended logging facilities. Have a number of same logging 
Able to logging into my facilities with Netscape Enterprise 
ODBC database Server 3.01.Able to logging into my 
ODBC database via add-on. 
Internet services IITTP 1.1 compliant. HTIP 1.1 compliant 
support Able to access H'ITP Host 
Header sites using any 
browser. 
lntegated SMTP support. 
Inte ated NNTP upport 
Table 2.2: mpan n ctv n II 5. and Apa he erver 1.2 
2.9.7 W1:b Ilrow: er 
A brows ·r i. a Ii ·111 p1 op.ra111 ap1 lieauon tJ1at 1. • used t • ea ch thr u , 1 the 
inf) m Ii 11 pr vid ·d b a . p ' j IC I J)C f SCI Cl A b1 )W ier h .lps l I to vies and 
navipat • f hrou ih th 111fo1111 iii n 011 th l 11t ·11u.:t ·1 It • ft1 t r > ser fi.n the W cl was 
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made the Internet easier to access. The Web browser provides a graphical, text - based 
terminal interface to the web server. This terminal approach provides an interface 
between the user and the web server. The web browser translates client requesting 
information sent by the web server into a graphical user in sending the request of the 
client in the HTML from the web server. 
2.9.8 Web Publishing Technology 
2.9.8.l Server - Side Scripting Language 
A server - side script is a script that is interpreted by the web server. It is an instruction 
set that is processed by the server and the resulting data is sent to a client. When an 
HTTP request is made for the server - side script, the file are to be processed on the 
server before being returned to the client. The server interprets the server -side script 
instructions and translates them into appropriate HTML code. The server then returns the 
whole file as pure HTML, which is then interpreted by the browser [13]. 
2.9.8.1.1 Hypertext Markup Language 4.0 (HTML) 
HTML 4.0 was the final version of the Hyp rtext Markup Language (HTML) before the 
xten ible Markup Lan e (XlffML) and remains the et of markup on which most 
Jar 10 W b itos toda are bas sd [ 17]. 
elow or the fi'nturc~ intr: duced of llTML O· 
to c ntr I Web p 1c content at multiple 
u Th • al if it t ) er ·at · n h ·1 on 
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o Enhancements for tables that make it possible to use captions to provide table 
content for Braille or speech users 
o The capability to manage pages so that they can be distributed in different 
languages 
2.9.8.1.2 Active Server Pages (ASP) 
Active Server Pages (ASP ) is a server - side scripting environment that can be used to 
create and run dynamic, interactive web server application [18). It works by allowing us 
the functionality of a programming language; write programming code that will generate 
the HTML for the web page dynamically. ASP combines the HTML pages, script, and 
Active X components to create dynamic interactive Web content or powerful Web -based 
applications. It is the server based technology from Microsoft Corporation. 
ASP is an approachable, language neutral, compile - free environment that allows users 
of all levels to easily create dynamic Web content or powerful Web based applications. 
ASP documents can both HTML syntax and server - side script logic. When the server 
receives an HITP request for the ASP document, a "virtual' output of HTML file is 
generate in memory for the respon e usin a combination of both the HTML static 
informati n plus any HTML that is enerated b th cripting. 
Ii •111 side i decod ·d and nm the r w er it If. However ASP script is decoded 
in rdcr to create web pages to the 
"lll b · ritt •rt in an scripting language such 
as Y llS ·1 ipt 1111 I J 1 1. ·1 ipl hcnt id ' , c1 ipnn tan e urscrt · into an HTML page 
11. i1w th · . ' ·r II T . • /S( l IP'I ·t w: puir, an can I · inc rp rated within minimal 
f fort. 'Jo i I ·11tif th . ript .I 1111u lf' , th· LAN 1lJA iF nt nbute 1 u~ cl M re t11, n one 
mi I 1111 l Mi •m. 0 Int ·met In rmati 11 
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ASP is supplied with a component called the Database Access Component. This provides 
us with a whole hierarchy of objects - ActiveX Data Obj-ct (ADO). It allows easy but 
powerful connections to be made to almost any database system suitable for publishing 
and collecting data on the web. 
Besides, ASP is also considered as a glue technology, with binds together other various 
server - based system to help build interactive web pages. It is able to interact with 
almost any existing dynamic web page technology such as Common Gateway Interface 
(CGT), Internet Server Application Programming Interface (ISAPI) and script. 
2.9.8.1.3 Common Gateway Interface (CGI) 
The common Gateway Interface (CGI) allows Web servers to execute other programs and 
incorporate their output into the text, graphics, and audio sent to a web browser [18] .CGI 
programmers use tools that provide for forms processing, looking up records in a 
database, or sending e - mail. In other words, CGI applications are more like a system 
utility than full - blown applications; scripts are task - oriented rather than process - 
oriented. 
A CGI script has s single job: it initialize does it job and th n terminates, It's easy to 
chart data flow and pr ram lo ic but I ha its limitations: 
o 01 pr trnm take more time t writ and debu ,. thu having frequent 'down' 
lim ft 1 W ·I . it '!' 
u ' 1' W h pal'c, ar · "non d munic'', thw · nnnuou chan es cannot · made 
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o CGI is not inherently multi - threaded (ASP is), which limits the number of 
concurrent users 
CG I uses a greater amount of server resources degrading performance if servers and sites. 
2.9.8.1.4 ColdFusion Markup Language 
ColdFusion Markup Language (CFML) is a Web page markup language that allows a 
Web site developer to create pages with variable information such as text or graphics that 
is filled in dynamically in response to variables such as user input. Along with the usual 
Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) tags that determine page layout and appearance, 
the page creator uses CFML tags to bring in content based on the results of a database 
query or user input. CMFL is a proprietary language developed for use with ColdFusion. 
CFML tags perform all server-side tasks such as database queries by condensing complex 
tags perform all server - side tasks such as database queries by condensing 
languages such as Java or C++, into four basic tags: 
o CFQUER Y which is u ed to submit a structured query language (SQL) 
request t the database· 
o F TPUT which i. us d to di. la th r ult a query; 
'1"1 /\81 E 01 lu .h an; u. · di. 1 Ia a preformatted table 
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2.9.8.1.5 Comparison Between Major Web Publishing Language 
Below is the comparison between options [I 9]. 




OS support UNIX, DOS, Mac. Windows and Sun 
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Recommendation Good for almost any Good for Good for almost any 
application except applications kind of application. 
when then are going accessing databases Works especially 
to be large number like a E-Commerce well in a Windows 
of hits site and handling 2000 professional 
simultaneou ly large number of hits environment. 
Table 2.3 Comparison between major options for Web Publishing Language 
2.9.8.2 Client- Side Scripting Language 
Client - side scripting involves the execution of the scripting language by the browser 
that interprets the web page. The client - side scripting specific that is dependent on the 
type of browser that executes the script without contacting a server. Client -side scripting 
is not very secure because the code is visible to the user[l3]. 
2.9.8.2.1 VBScript 
Microsoft Visual Basic Edition (VBScript) is a subset of the Microsoft Visual Basic 
angua e (20]. VBScript is available a a part of Mier soft Internet Explore (IE) and 
Intern t Inf rmati n ervcr, It i dir ct! c mpara I to Micro oft JavaScript when it is 
u 'Cd i11 m. VB cript L d es n t pr du ie standal ne applets but is used to add 
int Iii ·11<.· • m I i11t ·1 t ii it I ITMT, d cumcnt; . 
lJ11li • V1 1111 ho i ·, VBS ·11pl 1 · 111( 11 ·d a c.Jcs11111ccl en u nment. • ·r cann t lay out 
fo1111. md ust•i intci fo . ·:-. h h If' d1w and dr pr inv ontro! Jn tead, VB Script is an 
nn 'Hh. ,. I •f 1· llf!lllll' •. 'I he {JI 'Cll!Cllt Acl1 c contr Is on a WC page, and h w 
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2.9.8.2.2 JavaScript 
JavaScript is an interpreted programming or script language from Netscape. It is 
somewhat similar in capability to Microsoft's Visual Basic, the UNTX-derived Perl, and 
IBM's REX. In general. script languages are easier and faster to code in than the more 
structured and compiled languages such as C and C++ [21]. 
JavaScript is used in Web site development to do such things as: 
o Automatically change a formatted date on a Web page 
o Cause a linked-to page to appear in a popup window 
o Cause text or a graphic image to change during a mouse rollover 
JavaScript uses some of the same ideas found in Java, the compiled object-oriented 
programming derived from C ++. JavaScript code can be imbedded in HTML pages and 
interpreted by the Web browser or client. Besides, also run at the server as in Microsoft's 
Active Server Pages before the page is sent to the requester. 
2.10 Development Platform 
Development platform i referrin 1 t op rating tern, which i u ing to develop the 
sy. t 111 or other upplic 1ti n. Jse the pertin nt platform for de loping the application is 
cru ·int. 'I her· tr • s • eral p ratin 1 s stern " hi h i alwa u ed in d veloping system: 
2, IO. I Window 2000 rrofr . iou •I 
Windows 000 P1 ·i. ion f Mier so I's iv lvin • Wind ws 
Wmclm !-. N·r S 0, Mier s It cmpha iz ·s that 
"l uilt on N'I Tcchr10lopy.'1 Windows 
01w1 ·11 in/' I 1 e 1 rni;I 
W111d( WS 0 0 .I I 
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as to the more technical and larger business market for which the NT was designed It is 
used to run software applications, connect to Internet and intranet sites, and access files, 
printers, and network resources. 
Besides, built on Windows NT technology and the easy-to-use, familiar Windows 98 user 
interface, Windows 2000 Professional gives users increased flexibility. The integrated 
Web capabilities let you connect to the Internet from anywhere, at anytime-give 
accessing to host of flexible, cost-effective communications options. Furthermore support 
and adminjstrative staff will particularly appreciate the reliability and manageability 
enhancements that make desktop management simpler and more efficient [22]. Windows 
2000 Professional are able: 
(J Rely on PC to be up and running with enterprise level quality. 
CJ Work the way you did with Windows 98, only much faster. Combine the 
ease of Windows 98 with the manageability, reliability, and security of 
Windows NT, at speeds 30 percent faster than Windows 98 on PCs with 64 
MB of RAM or more. 
o Communicate, share information, and use the Internet quickly and easily. 
With integrated support for Internet-enabled applications, business software 
developers incorporate the new ways to create and share infonnation made 
possible by the Internet. 
2.10.2 Micro ·oft Windows NT crv r 4.0 
Microsoft Wi11d( w N'I xe , er Lt. is n omplete and p wer ul platf rm that provides 
ll rv r up rntmp " , kin. 11 pr Hies the ic b ne fi r a c mplete, organic system, where 
nil ·I 'mcnts wo1 kin] 1 )f ·th ·1 s ·i1111lt. ·I 12:\ I When 11 is joined with other Window NT- 
r ·Int d produ t. , ineludin , the Ba arnily of applicatton and Wind w NT 
Wo. k: t rt ion, Window NT Sci ·r pro idc.· th· Ioundatiou frn a powerful · nd w ·II 
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Server 4.0 and the Option Pack has provided great assistance in setting up Web Sites, 
rr maging the content and analyzing usage patterns for improvement. It serves as 
platform to publish and share information in a secure way over Intranet and Internet. The 
standard features of Microsoft Windows NT Server 4.0 are as below: - 
D Windows 95 User Interface 
a Administrative Wizards 
o Network Monitor 
a System Policy Editor and User Profiles 
o Task Manager 
o Internet Information Server 
c Microsoft Index Server 
o Microsoft Front Page 
o RAS Multilink Channel Aggregation 
o Point-To-Point Tunneling Protocol (PPTP) 
c Improved Features Printing Enhancements 
o Improved Window NT Diagnostics Tool 
c File and Printer Sharing 
c Improved Scalability 
o Faster Internet Server 
2.10.3 UNI Op rntin 
NIX i un op r Un y t m that originated at Bell Labs in 1969 a an interactive time- 
shnrinp s st m. lJNI has · ind f tar re freeware pr duct, with many 
xt 11, ion. md new id ·us pr idcd 111 a ariety of f NJX by different 
.ompnni ·s. univers irles, and indi i lunls. 
UNI op •rnti11r , st •111: ar • us ·I in wid ·I . Id worksu Ii >11 produ ts rorn Sun 
Microsyst nus, Silic n ( raphics, II M, and a number of the: com :mice; The lJNJX 
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development of the Internet and the reshaping of computing as centered in networks 
rather than in individual computers. Linux, a UNIX derivative available in both "free 
software" and commercial versions, is increasing in popuJarity as an alternative to 









Figure 2.4: Layers of UNIX System 
2.10.4 Solaris 
Solaris is the computer operating system that Sun Microsystems provides for its family of 
Scalable Processor Architecture-based processors as well as for Intel-based processors. 
Sun's SPARC/Solari system became the most widely installed servers for Web sites. 
Sun emphasizes the stem's availabilit that meaning it seld m crashes, its large number 
of feature', and it Internet- riented design (24). 
13 ·I w ar • 1m111c f ·ntm ·~ f Solnris that , 1111 cmphasiz · . 
a 11, 1 nil 11 ilit is to mid 11 w apnbilit r to fi problem· without having to 
r HllH I th · H stern. B1;c 111s • it hus ell cd thr ugh a number o vcr .ions, it is 
"stabl ·" nnd it lius e cer is ct and 1 d almo t t111y c de path that mi tt break. 
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o ft is built for network computing. 
o Tt includes security features. 
2.10.5 Window 2000 Versus Window NT 4.0 
o Window 2000 was twice as fast as Window NT 4.0 
o Active Directory's long and wide reach is that make window 2000 both 
completing and fonnidab]e. The Active Directory model integrates with 
everything in the enterprise, the management components will touch every 
desktop, and its authorization model affects every user. In addition, other 
enterprise directories can be integrated into Active Directory. 
o In Window 2000, trust relationships are developed within domains. 
c Able to easily delegate authority to change user accounts spread across several 
window 2000 OUS (Organizational Units) 
c Window NT Server provides many of the same services found in Window 
2000, however it lacks an extensible, hierarchical directory. Although the 
directory for managing users and groups and single logon services. It is less 
comprehensive than the feature - set in rather Active Directory or Novell 
Directory Services (NDS). 
2.11 Database Server 
The database server is very important in the Jntemet application de elopment. It can be 
used to 'lore and retrieve the inf rmali n that i tored in a database. The database 
connects t the web serv r act· a: the ·Ji •nt t th data asc . erver. 
l.11. f Mk1·0, oft A(Tt'. , 
It iH u r lurionnl lataba e menagcmem s st nn. 'I g ·thc.:r witl the B driver fi r 
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2.11.2 Microsoft SQL Server 7.0 
Microsoft SQL Server 7 .0 is a significant tool in many regards. Form data warehousing to 
application that require not only a large amount of information, but also many different 
simultaneous users, SQL Server is a key component in answering data management 
requirement. It is a powerful and comprehensive database. 
Microsoft SQL Server is an example of n - tier system. The user can manipulate the data 
directly form the client side most of the time, the data is validate before it is updated into 
the database in server side. It is tightly integrated with the Microsoft Back Office family 
product to enable organization to improve decision. Ma.king and streamline the business 
process. It is the best database for Window 2000 Professional. 
Microsoft SQL Server 7 .0 referential integrity and security and ensures that operation can 
be recovered in the event of numerous types of failure. SQL Server can control the access 
for the type of information that can be retrieved by the user. SQL Server supports Internet 
database integration. It allows the user to automate the publishing of database 
information in HTML documents. It allows users to build active Web sites and conduct 
processes don the Internet. It gives user the complete Internet database publishing 
capabilities when combining with Internet Information Server and the SQL Server 
Internet Connector. 
It provid ·s f unction for transparent distributed transactions that is the automatic 
distributed 11pdnt • 'npubility u ro, two or m re L rver transparent to the desktop 
nppli ·at ion this making it . impl · to u c. It also iua , ntee the integrity of transaction of 
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2.11.3 Oracle 8i 
Oracle 8i is the world's leading vendor of database software Oracle's ability have all data 
and document stored in a small number of high performance database benefits customers 
by centralizing all their data, making information management and access 
easier, more reliable and less expensive[25] 
the ground -breaking capabilities of OracJe Si's Internet File System (iFS) provides a 
single,easy to user data management interface for all data types, thus minimizing 
customer's reliance on a proprietary operating system. Oracle is an open solution and it 
supports all kind of platform. Oracle's advanced security features processing and 
replication, and the ability to use additional external authentication mechanisms. 
Oracle uses a Java -based utility that provides everything needed to get a pre - tuned and 
pre - configured Oracle 8i database up running. Integrated management console for 
central administration of multiple server. It also contains some advance functionality 
servers. It also contains some advance database, and managing complex change in the 
database environment. 
2.11.4 Comparison Between Microsoft SQL 7.0 and Oracle Si 
c SQL Server can run only n window but for oracle the operating system will 
es entially become irr levant, racle supports all kind of platform. 
u SQL Server is mer · case lo use system c rnparcd t the oracle database. It 
pr< vides 1110 • u1;c1 • fr icndly •raph.icat t I. for install· tion , configuration and 
administrnr i n. 
CJ Willi int CL'' ucd munug ·111 ·111 of' text, imu •c. , audio and video, oracle 8i i. inter 
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o For SQL, it advocates a strategy of storing non - traditional data in flat files in 
separate server and linking them together using OLE -DB 
o Microsoft SQL Server 7 .0 tightly, integrated with other Microsoft Products: 
~ Integration with Microsoft Exchange Server provides reliable and scalable 
Internet and Intranet collaboration and messaging - supporting SQL 
Server initiated trigger and store procedure - based messaging and 
replication of Exchange public folders. 
>:i- Seamless integration with Window 2000 Professional security, a web 
application environment and Microsoft Transaction Server suppor. 
2.12 Development Tool 
2.12.1 Microsoft Visual InterDev 6.0 
Microsoft Visual InterDev 6.0 is the latest version of the award-winning integrated web 
application development system for professional programmers. The new version enables 
Web teams to design, build, debug, and deploy cross-platform Web applications faster 
than ever before. 
Vi sual Inter cv .0 als features a new intc rrat d WYSIWYG editor for ASP & 
Dynamic I ITML pa ic , nhanccd databa e programming tools, and end-to-end 
dobup!•in~ fnciliti 1i t 1 multi-tier nppli ·uti ns built with HTM and cript, 
li1 Advnnunre: 
All JWS p1o~·ss1 llml 1 ivelopers t desi tn, build, de u ',and deploy cross- 
pl:i1fo1m 1 ITML 1 . '·npf based Wcl · pplicati ns aster than ever eforc. 
With the power Iul, int ·>rated lataba: c tool . Include: a complct • set of 
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enterprise-class, data-driven Web applications within a single, integrated 
fDE. Furthermore full-featured, standards-based team development. 
Specifically designed to meet the unique challenges of team-based Web 
development. 
2.12.2 Microsoft FrontPagc 2000 
With the Web site creation and management tool gives users everything they need to 
easily create and manage great Web sites. FrontPage 2000 allows users to easily create 
great-looking Web sites exactly the way they want. They can give their Web site a 
professional and consistent look across all pages, import and edit HTML just as they like, 
and use the lat.est in Web technology. 
Users can easily update sites and quickly and flexibly manage Internet or intranet Web 
sites. Users can set up and maintain their site, easily monitor the condition of their Web 
site, and make updates. Besides, FrontPage 2000 allows users to work together with 
Microsoft Office to save time. FrontPage 2000 was designed to function more like 
Microsoft Office so that users can get up and n.mning with FrontPage more quickly than 
ever. 
LtJ Advantages 
FrontPage 2000 gives users everything they need to create exactly the site 
they want. It makes site management easy because it automatically fixes 
hyperlink when file' arc rcnam d r moved. Jn addition, FrontPage 2000 
makes creating a Web ite ea ier than e er. FrontPage shares toolbars, menus, 
Themes, l uck] r uud spoil che kin ', Md 1 mat Painter with Microsoft 
Ilicc. Fronl Page 200 uls 111uk '· addiug f rm: and databa s into sites 
111-ii r th 111 1·. Ft< ntPn to 2000 i · ca. y t own and maintain ecau e just 
u. •s the a111 • i11st11llc1 as Mi ·1 1~ Ificc, which P vides installation on 
d mand, run fr ms ·r ·1 and the ability to self-repair and als avail blc in 1 
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2.13 SUMMARY 
The results of the research carried out actually gain a lot of knowledge that is very useful 
in developing of PAMS. Through this survey, I clearly know that situation of the system, 
what requirements need by MPC, choosing pertinent developing tools in the 
implementation of the system. These results will be used in the development process of 
the PAMS. Chapter three will review on the methodology used for the designing and 
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CHAPTER 3: SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
System analysis is an important activity when new information systems are being 
built or the existing one are changed. The most crucial role in this system analysis is 
to define user requirements. Standish Group Survey in 1995 has reported that the 
incomplete requirement is the main factor where projects are canceled before they 
were complete [27). This shows that wrong determination or incomplete 
requirements may lead to a myriad of problems. So there are a few methods be used 
to define requirements. One of them is to carry out literature review. A clearer 
perception of the requirements of athlete system management is known well after 
the literature review. Studied also done on the current existing system. Any 
ambiguities of the current existing system are approached to obtain valuable advice 
and up to date information. Through the studied on the current system, weaknesses 
will also be recognized and system enhancement will more emphasize on their 
weaknesses. 
Besides, identify the methodology to be use in develop the system is also an 
important steps need to go through. Methodology can be defined as set of coherent 
used in a several complex activities when developing a systems. The best way to 
determine a methodology used is to have a systematic convention for analysis and 
designing the system's information. 
Id ntif 1t1 ·tho lolog will h • us d in levcloping s stem is very crucial. It acts as 
uidan • for th d · I r ·r t > nee mpli. h the s stem in a sequence of phases. Each 
ils ·II' 11 pro· •ss or '<>JI· ti m if prnccss that can · de cribed a a set of 
n ·1ivili ·s. Dev loper will d · t;Jop th· s . 1 •t b .omplcte each activitie of phase 
b for ontinuc to th· n · t ph s •. I ·v slop the system with phase- y-ph sc will 
rnuk · the .• tern de ·lopmcnt 1 ore systcrnutic. con istcncy and controllable. 
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CJ Requirements analysis and definition 
This is a first step to meet with the customer to determine the requirement of 
the system, which is going to develop. Without knowing the boundary, the 
entities and the activities, it is impossible to describe the system and how it 
will interact with its environment. 
o System design 
In this phase is to create a system design after the requirements are defined. 
It is to meet the specified requirements. Besides, the system design shows 
the customer what the system look like from the customer's perspective. 
o Program design 
In this phase is to approve the design from the customer. Then the overall 
system design is used to generate the designs of the individual program of 
the system. 
IJ Writing the program or program implementation 
This phase is to write the program for the whole system when system 
designs are approved. 
o Unit testing 
This phase is testing the pr gram ha c been written, the programs will be 
tested a· individual piece f code before they can be integrated together. 
u Into uation tcstin 1 
This ph isc i!-l h int ·i•rutc t g ·thc1 the pi ·c ·s o pr gram that have been 
·01 n.· ·ti t .st ·<J. This is to muk · sure tlu t the wh le pr gram can work 
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o System testing 
This is a final testing phase which involves a test of the whole system to 
make sure that the functions and interactions specified initially have been 
implemented properly and also compare with the specified requirements. 
o System delivery 
This phase is to delivery the final product or the whole system. As it is used, 
discrepancies and problems are covered. 
o Maintenance 
This phase is to maintain the system to avoid anything that goes wrong with 
the system or needs any requirement changes. 
Each phase or process can be described in a variety of ways such as using text, 
picture or a combination. Software engineering researchers have suggested a variety 
of formats usually organized as a model that contains key process features (28]. 
There are some models which is describes in software engineering are using in 
system development such as waterfall model, waterfall model with prototyping, V 
model and so on. 
3.1.1 Why V Model 
The V model is cho en in developin PAM . [ti ecause V model is a variation of 
the waterfall model that dem nstrated how the te ting activities related to analysis 
and d ·si 11 j28]. 'J h · V model d ·pi tcd in ti rurc . J, which is coding form as the 
p )int of 1h • V with 111 I sis and I., i 111 n th· left, tc: ting and maintenance on the 
' 
ri 1'11. l nil and i111·11ution 1 ·stiPg udd: · .. ·. the cmrectncss of program. 
Th V mod •I . Ul' , .sts th t unit nd irue 1rntion lcst111g also be used to verify the 
pro tram de. i m That i!-i, dunng unit and 111tcg1uti< n testing, th· coders, testers and 
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have been implemented correctly in the code. Similarly, system testing should verify 
the system design, making sure that all system design aspects are correctly 
implemented. Acceptance testing, which is conducted by associating a testing step 
with each element of the specification; this type of testing checks to see that aJl 
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testing steps on the right side are reenacted. In other words, the V model makes 
more explicit some of the iteration and rework that are hidden in the waterfall 
depiction. 
Model waterfall is no insight into how each activity transforms one artifact to 
another such as requirements to design. Thus, the model provides no guidance to 
developers on how to handle changes to products and activities that are likely to 
occur during development. For instance, when requirements change during coding 
activities, the subsequent changes to design and code are not addressed by the 
waterfall model. Whereas the focus of the waterfall is often documents and artifacts, 
the focus of the V model is activity and correctness [28). The waterfall model 
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3.2 SYSTEM MODEL 
P AMS is divided into two main sections, which are general user section and 
administration section. Each section consists of several main modules and sub - 
modules. This is to ensure that the system is modularity. For instance, general user 
section has search engine main module, which is allowing the user to retrieve and 
search on data. While the administration section have administration and security 
main module such as authentication sub - module. 
In the administration section, there have divided into two types of administrator, 
there are administrator and assistance administrator. Super administrator is a person 
to create a new game and determine the types of templates (is a form and shown in 
Appendix) to be included in the system when running a new game. He/she is 
responsible to include or exclude the templates in the system before the templates 
are used by assistance administrators. While the assistance administrators are 
responsible on each template, which is added by the administrator. They use this 
template for keying collected data, update, delete and find the data. 
The administrator and assistance administrator are required the login identification 
and validation password before access to this section. This is to ensure the data 
security to avoid the unauthorized users being make the changes on data. 
The main m dules of the syst m PAM hown in figure 3.3: 
/\dm11u ·1ru11 n 
Modul ·s 
Scar h Engine 
Modules 
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3.3 FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
A functional requirement describes an interaction between the system and its 
environment. There are three types of requirements: requirements that absolutely 
must be met, requirements that are highly desirable but not necessary and 
requirements that are possible but could be eliminated. The development of P AMS 
is focused on the first and second type of the requirements. 
The requirements for each module are categorized into two main sections there are 
administration section and general user section. 
3.3.J Administration Section 
3.3.1.1 Security Module 
This main module consists of authentication sub - module. Security module is to 
provide the system secure from unauthorized user being access to the administrator 
section and to avoid the data loosing. 
Sub-Module Authentication 
Usage Improving the security of the system by restricting unauthorized 
user access to the administrator section. 
Requirements 0 Login identification and validation password are required 
when ace s t admini trator s ction. 
u I iff xent catcg ries require different login identification 
and password to uc css differ mt templates (forms). 
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3.3.1.2 Administration Module 
In the perspective of system administration, there are two types of administrator: 
super administrator and assistance administrator. Super administrator is responsible 
to create folder for a new game and determine usage templates (forms) either be 
incJuded or excluded in the system. Then, the assistance administrators will use the 
templates, which are determined by the administrator. 
Super Administrator 
Sub-Module Create Game 
Usage Create new folder for a new game and determine which templates 
(forms) will be used in the management of game by including or 
excluding the templates from database. 
Requirement D Each added templates have their own ID respectively. 
Table 3.2: Template Functional Requirement 
Assistance Administrator 
Sub-Module Athlete Biography 
Usage Athlete's biography will be key d in into the database through the 
template. Allow the administrator to retrie e the information of 
athlc! · bio lmphy. 
- - find functions are provided for l .quir .m 'ttf (;J Add, d lctc, update and 
manage the nit d ta. 
"- 
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Sub -Module Grune Village 
Usage Game Village of athletes are determined will be keyed in into the 
database through the template. Allow the administrator to retrieve 
the information of athlete accommodation and food. 
Requirement 0 Add, delete, update and find functions are provided for 
manage the entry data. 
Table 3.4: Game Village Functional Requirement 
Sub-Module Result Performance 
Usage Result performance of the athlete for each event wi II be keyed in 
into the database through the template. Allow the administrator to 
retrieve the result of athlete performance. 
Requirement 0 Add, delete, update and find functions are provided for 
managing the entry data 
Table 3.5: Result Performance Functional Requirement 
Sub -Module Transportation 
mun 1 '•th· mtr data 
Transportation is determined for the athletes arrival, departure to or 
from competition arena, practice venue and so on will be keyed in 
into the database through the template. Allow the administrator to 
r tricve the inf rmati n of athlete tran portation. 
R quircment Add, ddcl , update and find functions are provided for 
Usage 
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3.3.2 General User Section 
In the perspective of users, they are refer to non - admin staffs. They are onJy 
allowed to retrieve the information from the database but forbidden to modify the 
data in the database. 
Module Search Engine 
Usage Allow the user to search for information in the database P AMS. 
There are three alternatives to search on data by using this search 
engine such as search by athlete's name, by country and by sport. In 
the each categories. The search result a]so can be sort by athlete' 
name. 
Requirement 0 User-friendly interface to let user easy to use. 
0 Able to display a result in a systematic and effective ways. 
Table3.7: Search Engine Functional Requirement 
3.4 NON - FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
A non - functional requirement describes a restriction on the system that limits the 
choices for constructing a solution to the problem. 1t is also known as a constraint. 
Non - functional requirements are essential definition of the system properties and 
constraints under which a system must perate. Although there are very subjective, 
but there arc as important as functional r quirement . 
.4 I R ·Ii tbility 
A s stern is ~lid 1 > hn e ·liahtlit rf it d cs not produce dun zcr us r costly failures 
wh n ii is used in 1 r ison ible munncr, ·1 hat is, in a manner that a typical user 
'Xp ··ts is n irmul 'J'hi. 
in the ways that the d .si mer expects. 
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3.4.2 Robustness 
Robustness refers to the quality tha1 causes a system to be able to handle or at least 
avoid disaster in the face of unexpected data. The Paralympic Athlete Management 
System (P AMS) support robustness by developing program logic to process 
anticipated errors in the input. When an error is detected, an error message will be 
prompted for re - entry before any further processing is carried out. This error 
message will explain the type of error and the necessary correction(s) to be made. 
For example, when a user does not key in value for a mandatory field, an error 
message will be prompted and the value of mandatory will asked to key in value 
before further process. 
3.4.3 Correctness 
Correctness includes trace ability, completeness and consistency. The logic of the 
system must be able to be traced In this system, comments are written in the scripts. 
In addition, performance of this system should be consistence and stable. This 
system will also check the user authorization and authentication. 
3.4.4 Modularity 
Modularity is a key principal in ensunng good program design. The system 
workings were broken into modules so that distinct function is isolated from one 
another. They are useable in any of the full or partially programs in other similar 
application. P AMS is divided into 4 modules. So the characteristic of this will ease 
for further enhancements and rn dification . 
. 4.5 Mnintninnbility 
This . yst m . houl 1 l · ·u. ii to be maintained, simplrcit and ffcctive. To reduce 
ll'Hlllpowor involvem ·nt, t •mpl 11C$ urc pm idcd for adrninistrat rs to manage this 
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3.4.6 User Friendly 
PAMS has provided a frame (toolbar) whenever user is and ease the user to access to 
any part of the system. The pages comprise of tc olbar and a tab - style menu to all 
functions in a orderly manner. Besides, a user can also browse PAMS easily by 
clicking icons. A simple language icon is used for a better understanding of the 
function. For example, login icon is for users to login before they can access to the 
administrator and assistance side. Color buttons and descriptive labels also help in 
providing sufficient information to the user. The PAMS also displays error messages 
and other confirmation windows to aid the user tasks. 
3.4. 7 Security 
The login module efficiently prevents unauthorized users from accessing the system 
by requiring correct login names and passwords. For instance, users from the 
administration level are allowed access to administration side by key in the correct 
login names and password. Others user from staff level are not given such access. 
They only allowed retrieve the data from the database without make any 
modification on data in database. 
3.5 PLATFORM CONSIDERATION 
Windows 2000 Professional will be chosen as a platform for developing P AMS. 
Thi operating system is chosen becau built on Window NT® technology and easy 
- to use, familiar with Wind u er int rface. Besides, Window 2000 
Pro 'ssional also int· rated with Web apabilities enable to connect to the Internet 
fr im an wh ·1~, ut rn tim 111 a · ·ss to host f fl ible, cost - effective 
· nm1ullic1111on options In 1dministrnti • usp ct , reliability and manageability 
l'nhnn · ment. ill nu kc th· d ·s 101 mannu merit simpler· nd more efficient. Below 
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o Manageability 
Easier to deploy, manage and support. Centralized management utilities, 
troubleshooting tools, and support for self-healing applications all make it 
simpler for administrators and users to deploy and manage desktop. 
o Performance 
The advancements are accentuated on the operating system's speed. 
Windows 2000 was 27 percent faster than Windows 98. It is also 
significantly faster than Windows NT 4.0 on configurations with 32 MB of 
RAM. 
o Security 
Provide comprehensive security features to protect sensitive data, both 
locally on desktop computer and as it is transmitted over local area 
network, phone lines, or the Internet Its also support for Internet-standard 
security features such as IP Security, Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol, and 
Virtual Private Networking. 
a Usability 
Combines the power and security of its predecessor, Windows NT 
Workstation with the traditional ease of use of Windows 98. It also 
' 
provide, more wizards, a centralized I cation for c rnrnon tasks, and 
menu. th 11 adapt to thew rk, 
Int •r n ·t lnlunuuuuu S ·1 ·1 118 'i 0 will he ch sen s a web erver in developing 
PAMS. It 1: h •. ruse llS () 1:-: 111mc natural! inte -ratcd Ith he Window 2000 
)p ·111tm • s stem In 1 d1tio11, W111d< wi.; /O( al. o isml med llS a· us wn web 
fll'1v •1 sottw 11 ·, ~ ) th 11 the eh 11c1 ·1 1s air ad a Ila le in\idc tic W111 ow 2000 
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3.7 PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE AND COMPONENT 
CONSIDERATION 
Active Server Page 3.0 (ASP) will be chosen as a programming language for coding 
system. ASP is a great tool for creating dynamic web pages. Besides the 
programming code is written will generate to the HTML for the web page 
dynamically. ln addition, the ASP code is only processed at that time in the web 
server when the user browses to that web site or request that ASP page. 
The power of the ASP can see from two facts: first, the HTML is not created until 
the user wants to see the web page. Second, it doesn't care what web browser is 
being used. ASP is different from many web publishing technologies in the 
following respects: while ASP must be executed on a computer that supports it, we 
can view ASP - driven web pages from any computer and with any modem browser. 
This enables the developers to enhance their web pages with the interactive features. 
ASP is relatively simple to learn and able support the scripting language such as 
JavaScript and VBScript. VBScript will also be used with the ASP to develop the 
PAMS. 
3.8 DEVEWPMENT TOOL CONSIDERATION 
Microsoft Visual InterDev® 6.0 will be chosen as a development tool for developing 
P AMS. This development is chosen ecause with the features integrated WYSISWG 
editor for A P nd Dyn mi HTML pa e , enhanced database pr gramming tools, 
und end or multi - tier application built with HTML 
find scriptinp lfmnun c. Th ·n. are some d untage: f u ing this de elopment tool: 
1.:.1 I tpid end-to- n I W ·I 1pplt n11011 de I pment All w professional 
(fo t I p 1rs 1 > I ·si 10, build. d · u '. an dcp] ross-platf rm HTML 1 
S •11pt b . t•d W b · pp! icut: ns I 'ii ·r than c c l cforc. 
u Pow ·rful, mt. 1rat ·d clut·1I use tools and mu cs it e ens IQ sci up 
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3.9 DATABASE IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATION 
Microsoft SQL Server 7.0 will be chosen as a database implementation in the PAMS 
system. They reason why SQL Server 7.0 is chosen are: 
o lt is scalability since P AMS needs to store a large amount of data. SQL 
Server has the capability to manage a large amount of data in a multi - 
user environment. 
o lt delivers data in a high perfonnance running in the Window 2000 
professional operating system. 
o It has a lot of security consideration compared to Microsoft Access 2000. 
3.10 HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS 
3.10.1 Server Side 
A minimum of 64 .MB of RAM is suggested for Window 2000 Professional, but 128 
MB of RAM is more ideal. Besides, machine should aim at least a 233 :MHz 
processor. Implementation of SQL Server in a production environment on anything 
greater than a Pentium 200 is recommended. It is because the faster of the processor 
speed and more memory the web server has, the better performance will be. 
Network Interface Card (NIC) and network connection with recommended 
bandwidth at l O Mbps or more, a hard disk for at least 1 GB of storage and others 
Standard computer peripherals are also required. 
To host and run the y tern, the s rv r · mputer needs to have various supporting 
'Oftwun.: install .d. 
Description 
Server , cripting Engine 
Soff wur • I ompon ·nt 
Windows2 O Ir ifc .. i n l 
l111 ·n1 ·t lnfr rm 11! n .' r r . 
A liv ·Sci •1 l u 1 ·s .0 (ASI 
Netw rk operating system 
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Microsoft SQL Server 7.0 RDBMS for data warehousing 
Microsoft Internet ,.,xplorer 5.0 or above Precondition for ASP installation 
Table 3.8 Server Software Requirements 
3.10.2 Client Side 
The client hardware requirements are quite minimal as long as it has reasonable 
amount of RAM and a reasonable quality dial - up connection line. The 
recommended configurations are: 
o At least 32 Megabytes of RAM 
1J A minimum 150 MB of hard disk storage 
1J Network connection through existing network configuration 
1J Other standard computer peripherals 
Client needs to have the basic Microsoft operating system such as Windows 3x 
or Window 95 as a basic requirement to install other software to support the 
system. As for compatibility reason, Microsoft products are recommended The 
client software requirements fall on the browser used by users. It requires a 
system that can run Microsoft Internet xplorer 4.0 and abov or any others 
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3.11 SUMMARY 
This chapter has explains method of approach take to develop the PAMS and also 
the functional requirements are included in the system. Besides, the oftware and 
hardware requirement of the system also are determined. The next chapter will 
review on the system design, which is including system architecture design, process 
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CHAPTER 4: SYSTEM DESIGN 
System design is a critical part for the whole project. So good design is the key to 
successful of development of the system. This is a stage in the system development 
process where the requirements for the system are translated into the system 
characteristics. A working model is used as guidance to the developer before 
developing the complete system. There are many stages in the design process as 
follow: 
The stages in the design process are: 
o Architectural Design 
The sub - system making up the system an their relationships is identified 
and documented. In this model, users interact through the use of server - 
side programs that provide for an enhanced experience. 
o Process Design 
Structured design is a process oriented for breaking up a large program 
into hierarchy chart of modules that result in a computer program, which is 
easier to implement and maintain. 
a User Interface Design 
Services are collected to different c mponents f the stem and th 
int rfa cs of th ·sc components u dcsi m id, This en blc user inter t 
with the s stem. 
u I nt 1h 1se D ·sipn 
The I 111 • tru tur -.· us· 1 Ill th· :-. ·t nn imp! ·m nl Hon ar · d ·i.,1 n · in 
t ihle r relau n ts a 
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4.1 ARCHITECTURE DESIGN 
Paralympic Athlete Management System (PAMS) is implemented based on web- 
based application as shown in Figure 4.1: 
Web Server 
IBM Co patlbl 
---EJ 
Group 
Administrator Access Data 
Group General User 
Figure 4 .1 Overview of the P AMS Architecture 
In the overall system design, the PAMS is designed to be three tiers architecture 
which is believed to be more loosely coupled design for the components used. In the 
P AMS design, the frontier is the presentation I application tier which is an Internet 
browser and is used to present the human interactive interface to th us r. The 
middle tiers i kn w a, the functionali I service tier. Th ommunication etween 
this ti •r and the front ti ·r d spends n the Hypcrt t Transf r Pr t c I HITP) for 
th w •h pa '• tr msf r. Th · tier shown in fl iure 
du1nb11s • m mu1 •m ·nt. 
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Presentation I 
Appllcatlon Tier 
Client running web 





Services Tier Web server running 






SQL Server 7 .0 




Figure 4.2 PAMS Tier-to-Tier Architecture 
4.2 PROCESS DESIGN 
The system is structured into a number of principal sub - system where a sub - 
system is an independent unit. Communication between sub - system are identified. 
4.2.1 Structured Chart 
Dccomposin ' a y. t nn into u set of int ·ructin ' u s stern an im rtant pha . 
Stru turc chnrt is us · I to I ·pi ·1 the hi rh .I· I e nraction f. pc if d stem. Th 
usa ' of . tru tur ·h, t is to d ·s rihc the int ra 'tion l 
s !it 'Ills. I AMS is livid I into two st' ·t1011~. wln h ar · 1 n uul users sc .uon and 
l'ldministr uion . tion Th· d •t uls of' · 1 I . ··ti n i: 1cpr ·s ·ntcd in th· structur • 
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PAMS 
Administration Section General User Section 
Figure 4.3: System Structure Chart of Paralympic Athlete Management System 
General User Section 
Search 
Athlete Result Game Transportation List of 
Biography Performance Village participant 
Search Search Result Check the Transportation Total 
Athlete Performance accommodation for athlete participant 
Inforrna- Athlete and food which arrivals or In each 
tton ts allocated to departures sport 
Dlspl y result athl ts (Team or 
Sort by p rforrn nc Individual) View List In 
thl t of v ry bar chart 
N rn , 'lhl t 
ounlry 
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4.2.2 Data Flow Diagram 
Data Flow Diagram (DFD) depicts the flow of data or data to, from and within the 
system, the storage of data and the transformation function. ft also shows the 
movement of information logically (what are being Process) and physicaJly (how it 
is processed). Data flow diagram used to describe each component of the process 
system functionality. All necessary output may be obtained from the input data and 
that processing logic is reflected in the diagram (29]. 
Four basic symbols are used to chart data movement on data flow diagrams. They 
are a double square, an arrow, a rectangle with rounded corners, and an open-ended 
rectangle as shown in Figure 4.6. An entire system and numerous subsystems of 





Entity, a source or destination of data 
A flow of data, flow of process represents a 
path of proc ss 
urr nc of 
, pl H to tor' ti e d t 
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4.3 USE.R INTERFACE DESIGN 
The purpose of interface design is to provide the best way for people to interact with 
computer. Provision of good interfaces is very important because the impact to the 
organizations increasing. Most people in organization are spending more time 
interacting with computers as part of their work. Their performance and 
effectiveness of organizations will be improved with better interfaces. 
Nowadays, people are more interested of having a tool that is simple and easy to use 
instead of learning the technology behind the computer. They don't want to spend 
time learning on the software, they likes software that is user- friendly. With a good 
user interface, users will no longer need to remember a lot of command. Hence, it 
will improve the efficiency and the effectiveness of user using the system. 
4.3.1 Design Of Screen 
All user interfaces in this system are mainly created by using Markup Language, 
Adobe Photoshop, Swish 1.21, Flash 5.0, Microsoft Front Page and JavaScript 
Below are some user interface was designed for Paralympic Athlete Management 
System 
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The user Interface which is shown on below is a login page. The administrators have 
to login before access to the certain page. 
Please Insert your logln name and panword to access. Thank youl 
U.er JI> 
r1e1d !Accommodelllon 
r: Super Administrator r. Assistance Administrator 
Figure 4.18: User Interface of Login page 
The page shown on below is registration page which is used to add new 
administrator. 
s r IQ 
NM\o 
"' tlllf ur "' 
p wotd 
v, llf\l Po wortJ 
11 Id N 1111! VohmH•ur I"' 11 11•~1 !> NIJW • 11;, 
''''ittm' ••• tt~ ... t tut• 
"Ill\/ I U"flrtl!UIH (lrH1ivllJ .>I) 
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4.4 DATABASE DESIGN 
Database design invo]ves the activity on mode.ling the structure of a database that 
will store and maintain the data records. It includes the transformation of user's 
processing requirement and unordered information into proper functiona1 
requirements. This system is based on the relational database model to keep and 
process data or records. In the database design, basically requires two steps. Firstly, 
is to design logical or non - functional data model that examines system entities and 
their relationships, This logical data model is displayed on the class diagram and 
specifies the various system rules. The second design step is to create an 
implementation model of how the data will be stored in database management 
system (30). 
4.4.1 Entity - Relationship Model 
Entity - relationship (E-R) model is a model that represents system data by entity 
and relationship sets. Entity - relationship analysis uses three major abstracts to 
describe data. They are: 
c Entities, which are distinct things in enterprise 
o Relationship, which are meaningful interactions between the objects 
o Attributes which are the properties of the entitie and relat! n hip 
'J ho q~ model u ·sist in du ininu the d tt 1 pre (.;Cssing and r quir ·rmml. 
that lie nhead. ft helps th· d sv loper durinc the impl nn nunion the cl ta a e and 
int rpr ts dif I r nl vi w of d 1t l from diff •r ·nf ·r. J • t1 • l>R diu ams urc .rc: tcd 
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/- 
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Figure 4.20: Administration Section E-R Diagram. 
4.4.2 Data Dictionary 
Data dictionary is a specialized application of the kinds of dictionaries used as 
references in everyday lift. The data dictionary is a reference work of data about data 
complied by system analysts to guide them through analysis and design. [29] 
The database structure in PAM is listed in the foll wm secti n . 
4.4.2.1 H. ·giHtrntion Tnbl · 
Thi. t 1l I<.: k • •ps vury 11 Imini trntor 1 .eord includinu . u r udrmmstrut r who has 
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Field Name Field Type Field Size Field Description 
R_PersonID Auto Number 4 System generated unique identifier 
R_UserID Varchar 10 Unique ID for each administrator 
- 
R_Name Varchar 30 Administrator's name 
R_GameName Varchar 50 Name of Game 
R_Password Varchar 10 Administrator password 
R_Admin Varchar 20 Register as super administrator or 
assistant administrator 
R_Filed Varchar 250 Which fields are allowed to access by 
the assistant administrator 
R_Active Boo I en 10 Lag indicating that the user us 
currently an active user 
R_ LastLogin Date/Time 8 Date and time of the last time this 
user logged into the application 
Table 4.1 Database Structure of Registration Table 
4.4.2.2 Athlete Biography Table 
This table is used to store the athlete information for every game. Personal record for 
each athlete also keeps in this table. 
ab l ·nd r Var ·h \I 
ab S (')(Ht '01111 •I • V tr luu 
ab ity Var har 
Field Name Field Type Field Size Field Description 
ab _AthleteID Int 4 Unique ID for each Athlete 
ab Newllvent Varch r 50 
-- ab Familylvnme Varchar 0 Athlete s family Name 
ab 'iv nN unc Vnrchnr 0 Athl t ·'s 1i en N me 




Mui OJ Fer ale 
S1 irt c imper • by the athlete 
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abState Varchar 20 State of Birth 
Ab_Country Varchar 20 Country of Birth 
ab_ Category Varchar JOO Category of disability 
ab_ Wheelchair Boolean 8 Wheelchair user 
ab_ Occupation Varchar 50 Athlete's occupation 
ab Marital Varchar 20 Marital status 
ab_ Represent Varchar 100 What event had been represented 
for the country m the 
international game. 
ab_ RecordHolder Varchar 100 Game record holder and record 
for the event 
ab _Performance Varchar 100 Best result performance for 
every event 
ab_Hobby Varchar 50 Athlete hobby or interest 
ab_Sponsor Varchar 50 Personal sponsor 
Table 4.2 Database Structure of Athlete Biography Table 
4.4.2.3 Athletics Table 
This table is used to stores the event will participate by athlete under every 
classification 
Field Name Field Type Field ize Field Description 
a_AthletelD fnt 4 ri- r each athl te 
a Newliven! Varoh r 0 Name f ame 
a ountry Var her 0 Athlete rom hich c untry - 
ti cunt r ( 'nd • V11r ·I t o Ctmnh 
tl livc11N11rn o Athlete's Iiv ·nNumc 
n_FumilyN 1111 ' VII ·hm 0 Athlete's Family amc 
a I nJ r V111ch 11 JO M ile or I• .melc 
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a_Month Varchar JO Month of birth 
a_Year lnt 4 Year of birth 
a_ICNO Varchar 20 Identity card number of athlete 
a_Passport Varchar 20 Athlete's passport number 
a_Class Varchar 20 Athlete classification 
a_Category Varchar 100 What category of disability 
a_Eventl Varchar 20 Event participated by athlete 
a_Event2 Varchar 20 Event participated by athlete 
a_Event3 Varchar 20 Event participated by athlete 
a_Event4 Varchar 20 Event participated by athlete 
a_Event5 Varchar 20 Event participated by athlete 
a_Event6 Varchar 20 Event participated by athlete 
Table 4.3 Database Structure of Athletics Table 
4.4.2.4 Arrival & Departure (Individual) Table 
This table is used to store the information athletes or delegate who reach 
individually. Keeps information about the arrival and departure date, time and 
transportation. 
Field Name Field Type Field Size Field Description 
ti_Country Varchar 30 Country Name 
ti_ CountryCode Varchar 20 ount.ry Code 
Ti Givenlvamc Varchar 0 r Athlete' given name 
Ti himilyNumc Varchar 50 Delegate's 
ti_Transport Var h rr 10 Mean tnm · rtation t Malay ia 
ti Pt>inll~ntr VIII 'h ff 2) P lint of nt le M laysia city 
ti Nowltveu! V 11 •hur 0 Num ·of ram 
ti Arv I tt D11 /tim 8 Arriv I date 
ti DptDnl I) 11 /tim • 8 J) .parture cl tt • 
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ti_DptTime Varchar 10 Departure Time 
ti_ArvTrans Varchar IO Arrival with what transportation 
ti_DptTrans Varchar IO Departure with what transportation 
ti_ArvFlight Varchar 10 Flight nwnber (Arrival) 
ti_ DptFlight Varchar 10 Flight number (Departure) 
ti_ArvLocation Varchar 50 Arrival location 
ti_ DptLocati on Varchar 50 Departure location 
Table 4.4 Database Structure of Arrival And Departure (Individual) Table 
4.4.2.5 Arrival And Departure (Team) Table 
This table is used to store the information delegates who reach by team, number of 
wheelchair users needed, number of blind, arrival and departure date, and time. 
Field Name Field Type Field Size Field Description 
tt_Country Varchar 30 Country Name 
tt_ CountryCode Varchar 20 Country Code 
tt GivenName Varchar 50 Delegate's given name 
tt_ FamilyName Varchar 50 Delegate's Family name 
tt_ TotalDelegate Int 4 Total of delegation 
tt_NoBlind int 4 Number of blind 
tt_ No Wheelchair Int 4 Number of wheelchair user 
tt_ Transport Var char 10 Means transportation to Malaysia 
tt_Point ntry Varchar 20 Point of entry to Malay ia (city) - - - tt Newlivcnt varchar 50 Name of amc - 
tt Arv ue ate/time 8 Arrival dote - - 11 I ptD 1t I) 1t ·/tim 8 D purture d tc 
1- 
tt Arv'l'imc V ir hnr 10 Arrival 'I im - tt Dpt'l'im • Vurchur 10 1) •p rturc Time - - - - It Arv'l'rans Var .hm l o A1rivuJ with what transportati n 
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tt_ DptTrans Varchar 10 Departure with what transportation 
tt_ArvFlight Varchar 10 Flight number (Arrival) 
tt_DptFlight Varchar JO Flight number (Departure) 
tt _ ArvLocation Varchar 50 Arrival location 
tt_ DptLocation Varchar 50 Departure location 
Table 4.5 Database Structure of Arrival And Departure (Team) Table 
4.4.2.6 Accommodation Table 
This table is used to store the information about the athlete accommodation. 
Field Name Field Type Field Size Field Description 
a_NewEvent Varchar 50 Name of game 
A_Country Varchar 30 Country Name 
A_ CountryCode Varchar 20 Country Code 
A_ GivenName Varchar 50 Delegate's Given Name 
A_FamilyName Varchar 50 Delegate's Family Name 
A_Gender Boolean 8 Male or Female 
A_Passort Varchar 20 Delegate's passport number 
A_ TotalAthlete Int 4 Total number of athletes 
A_ TotalDelegate Int 4 Total nwnber delegation of 
delegation staff 
A_Location Varchar 100 Location of accommodation 
A - ate ch kin heck In atc/tirnc 8 - - A heck ut I atc/tim · 8 at che k ut 
A l'O d Boolean 8 Prep iration f d r th • athlete .. - 
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4.4.2. 7 Result Performance Table 
This table is used to store the records achieve by the athlete in each sport according 
to the classification. 
Field Name Field Type Field Size Field Description 
rp _ AthleteID Int 4 Unique ID for each athlete 
rp _NewEvent Varchar 50 Name of Game 
rpCountry Varchar 30 Country Name 
rp _ CountryCode Varchar 20 Country Code 
rp _ GivenName Varchar 50 Athlete's GivenName 
rp_FamilyName Varchar 50 Athlete's Family Name 
rp_Oender Boolean 8 Male or Female 
rp _Passport Varchar 20 Athlete's passport number 
rp _Category Varchar 100 Category of disability 
rp _ SportCompete Varchar 50 Sport Competed by the athlete 
rpClass Varchar 20 Athlete classification 
rp_Eventl Varchar 20 Event participated by athlete 
rp_Event2 Varchar 20 Event participated by athlete 
rp_Event3 Varchar 20 Event participated by athlete 
rp_Event4 Varchar 20 Event participated by athlete 
rp_Event5 Varchar 20 Event participated by athlete 
rp_Event6 Varchar 20 vent participated by athlete 
rp Recordl Varchar 20 Result archi ed by athlete 
- ,_ 
rp_Rccord2 Varchar 20 H · ult ar hi ed by athlete 
I- - 
rp Record Varchar 20 l csult nr hi cd by athl ·t ' 
rp Rccord4 Vercher 20 R ·suit archived by athlet · 
rp R icord V rr hot () R •suit tr ·hi ed l thlctc 
rp R ·cord6 V rcha: ?O R ·suit archi db athl ·t • 
·~ 
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4.S SUMMARY 
This chapter has explained that the user requirements are transformed into a working 
model. It covers the system architecture which is using three - tier client server 
application, process design which is depicts the flow of data to, from within the 
system. Besides, this chapter also covers the system interface design. A user-friendly 
and attractive user interface depends on the performance of the interface design. For 
this proposed system, a more easily understandable, straightforward and intuitive 
user interface will be designed to meet the target user requirement. Lastly, this 
chapter also explains the importance of database design. The E-R Diagram helps 
identify the relationship among entities in the database. Database is the core of the 
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CHAPTER 5: SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 
System implementation is a phase which involves coding, debugging and testing. 
During this phase, the designed modules and functions of the system are transformed 
into a workable system based on the given requirements. The primary goal of this phase 
is the production of a simple, clear source code with internal documentation that will 
ease the processes of verification, debugging, testing, modification and further 
enhancement. Coding the program requires appropriate tools and languages in order to 
write the program instructions to fulfill the design specification. 
5.1 ENVRONMENT CONFIGURATION AND SETTJNG 
5.1.1) Internet Information Server (IIS) 
Windows 2000 Professional is used as the development environment to build the 
designed system into a functional system. Meanwhile, the requirement for the web 
server is Internet Information Server (TIS) 5.0. This ITS is built in with the Window NT 
technologies and come with the Window 2000 professional. After Window 2000 
professional is installed, Internet Information Server component will be added from the 
window 2000 wizard. Web services will start up automatically as soon as installation is 
complete, and not need to run any further startup program. 
5.1.2) Creation of Virtunl Directory 
r ·at • virtual dir ·ctm i. ju. t n uickn un • or tlin 01 u 1 Ii si ul dire t 1 tha c 1. ts 011 
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easy for the user to type in the URL and go directly to the page they want. In this PAMS 
system one virtual directories is created, it is 
a "Paralympic" for the both client and administrator web server. The default page 
is "eventl.ist.asp" 
Virtual directory also serves as a good security measure, because it hides the physical 
directory structure from all the web site visitors. Moreover, it allows the Webmaster 
web site structure to remain independent if the directory structure in his hard drive. 
5.1.3) Microsoft SQL Server 7.0 
SQL Server 7 .0 is used to store all the necessary data for the entire system. It was 
chosen as the database management system due to its simplicity and it supports 
concurrent users to access the same data at a time. In P AMS, one <lat.abase has been 
created. The name of the database is "Paralympic". There are totally 7 tables created. 
5.1.4) Microsoft Visual InterDev 6.0 and Microsoft FrontPage 2000 
Microsoft FrontPage 2000 was used in the earlier stage to create simple web pages for 
HTML coding. Later, the Microsoft Visual InterDev 6.0 was used when the ASP coding 
is needed to perform specific function which cannot be done using Microsoft 
FrontPa e 2000. 
5.2) S STF,M <'ODIN(., 
Mi ro: c I Vi. 111t 1111 rt> J.0 1. u ·d 111 ·1 ·ntinp oil 111ml11lcs In tli · piece .. c din', 
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5.2.1) Coding Methodology 
PAMS was developed using bottom up approach, which starts coding at the lower level 
modules before the higher-level modules. This approach ensures that every module is 
divided into different modules and sub-modules. PAMS system is divided into three 
major modules where each one will have its own sub modules. Each sub module is 
developed one by one and tested for correctness before proceeding to the higher-level 
modules. Later, the main and sub modules were integrated to ensure functionality. 
5.2.1.1) Coding Approach 
i. Coding to connect to PAMS database 
Firstly, a Data Link files must be created. This is method for connecting to 
data store which avoided the need to type all of the code into a connection 
string by hand. In ASP, to connect to database, the connection string from 
Data Link file will copy and include in the ASP code, as show below is 
need code to connect to SQL Server database. 
Dim objConn 
Set objConn = Server.CreateObject ("ADODB.Connection") 
objConn.open "Provider=SQLOLEDB.l;Persist Security 
Info•Fals ;" & "User IDs ; Ini ial 
C alog•PAMS; Da Sou c CHUAHPT" 
In the code, a onnection objecr is er .ntcd in /\, P. This u ~ tl1e reate 
Object mcth d f th · Serv r bj ·ct t er ·ntc an Instance f th • onncction 
ohj ·ct. It i. then piv 11 a n nu >hj inn Then th · · 1111 • ti n. en . 
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After connecting to the database , the data store from the database tables 
needs to be kept some place v+iere we can refer to it. This time, the 
Records et object is used to store the data captured from the data store. The 
open method is used to create a recordset. The syntax for the open, method 
IS: 
Recordset.Open Source, ActiveConnection, CursorIype, lockType, Options 
The source here can be a table name or a query. Activetlonnecitn refers to 
the data store connection (As above, ActiveConnection here is obj onn ). 
CursorType refers to the type of cursor, for example, static or dynamic. 
Lock'Iype refers to the locking of the recordset, whether is it updateable or 
not. Below here is an example showing the recordset when opening a table. 
Dim rsLogin 
Set rsLogin == Server.CreateObject ("ADODB.Recordset") 
rsLogin.Open "Registration", objConn, 
adOpenForwardOnly, adLockOptimistic, adCmdTable 
Below here is an example showing the recordset to store the result of the 
query 
Set rsUserID == Server.CreateObject {"ADODB.Recordset") strSQL = 
"SELECT r_UserID FROM Registration WHERE 
r Garn Name•'" & R quest.Form {"GameName") & "'" rsUserID.Open 
s rSQL, objConn, adOp nFo w rdOnly,LockOp irnis ic, adCmdT xt 
iii 'odin~ to Get ncsult. From the Form 
Aller th 11!-l r has ubmittcd the f nu, the d ta rr111 t e pr cs ed and 
i11. crt ·d I > f h cl itnbusc, Th • m ·thod t un t th d ua rout the rm is as 
b low 
r~ q111 : 1 • l•o m ( '1U! • l 1)'1) 
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Request.Fann is used to extract the data from the form field, Gametlame and 
Userll). This is inserted into the field (in the databas) r GameName and 
r Userll). 
av Coding on Using Session object 
Session object are used to store information that can be accessed by die client. 
Session can be used to track users - to make sure users are allowed to certain 
web pages only. In PAMS, session is used to make sure the assistant 
administrators are login before they are attempt to add new information, 
update or delete the existing infonnation from the database. Set the session 
object timeout in 60 minutes. To abandon the session, use the 
Session.Abandon method. This is used when administrator logs out from the 
system. Below here is how P AMS use session to make sure the administrators 
login and determine which fields and which games they are accessing by 
tracking down the Userf D , GameName, Field in session. 
If Not blnNew Then%> 
'Add new information 
type=Subrnit value=Subrnit> 
'delete or update information 
value=Delete><Input type=submit value= Update> 







v 'oding on U ing Query tring and G ttin~ Its Valu 
Query slrin 1 is used t pass a variable and its value information) to another 
A. J'> pa re whon 1:1 q11 ry •ti inp, l{t u ·m ·nt il' exc utcd. r c ample, the c de 
bol W 'HJI' 
•l"JIJH I'll JI 
( "t Vtlf) L II) 'I, 
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S.2.1.2) Coding Style 
Good coding practice is needed to avoid or detect error easily. 
Include Files 
Using includes files are like using procedures. It is used when certain codes 
is repeated again. It allows procedures to be available to many ASP files. 
Using include files also ease the messy work of correcting all ASP page 
when a change is done. In PAMS, include files are used on ASP pages which 
needs database connection. below is an example how to declare include files 
in ASP pages. 
I<!-- #Include file =nconnection.aspn --> 
u Intent Code 
Although it is not necessary to indent the code to ensure that the code works 
correctly, but it will be easier to read detect error if the codes are indented. It 
will be most useful in code which uses many control structure, for example, 
for loop, if else, do-while and select case. 
m Comment code 
Commenting the code will make it easier for other people to understand the 
coding. Sometimes, it also helps ourselves to understand what we wrote a 
few weeks ago. In ASP the single quotation mark i used to add comment 
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5.2.2 Client Side Coding 
5.2.2.1 Search Engine 
Filename Description 
ListADinctividual.asp • Allow users to search information on 
arrival and departure (team or individual) 
according to name, country, date arrival 
and date departure. The method searching 
is same as descri tive in the ListResult.as 
ListAccommodation.asp • Allow users to search information on 
accommodation according name, country, 
date check in and date check out. The 
method is same as the descriptive in 
ListResult.as 
SportList.asp • Allows users to search information 
regarding the sport competing by the 
athlete. The method searching is same as 
the descri tive in ListResult.as 
Display AthleteBiography .asp • Allows users to search information on the 
athlete biography according name, country 
or athlete id. The method searching is same 
the descri tive in Listke ult.a 
SearchResultPerf ormance.asp • Displays result performance searched. 
• Allows iser to earch fr m thi pa e too 
earohkcsult/vrriva] D parture.asp • Display re ult . carchcd 
• All w: u r t earch fr m thi ",.__."'----! 
ListResult .asp 
S archR ·11l1Athlctc.osp 
S rr ·hi s11ltAc ·0111moli n. "p • 
• Allow users to input keywords with 
Boolean operator AND, '+', OR '-', or 
NOT, '<x'option to match the searching 
word by search 'All Words', 'any words' 
or 'Exact Phrase. 
• Passes alJ the values entered to the 
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Below is the coding in SearchResultPerfonnance.asp to search result performance using 
the Boolean operator AND with the' All Words' on the cate-tory 'name' 
If searchfi ld•"Name" Then 
strSQL = strSQL & "(" 
strSQL = strSQL & " ( tt GivenName LIKE '%" & searchword(O) & "%"' 
Fors - LBound(searchword) + 1 to UBound(searchword) 
Ifs archword(s) <>""and UCase(searchword(s)) <>"OR" and 
searchword(s) <>"-"and UCas (s archword(s)) 
If UCase(searchword(s-1)) •"NOT" or searchword(s-1) •"<>"Then 
strSQL ... strSQL & " AND NOT tt_Gi venName LIKE '%" & 
searchword(s) & "%'" 
Els 
If UCase(searchword(s-1)) ="AND" or searchword(s-1) .. "+" 
Then 
strSQL • strSQL&"OR tt_GivenName LIKE'%"& searchword(s)& "%"' 
Else 
strSQL = strSQL & "AND tt GivenName LIKE '%" & 







strSQL & "))" 
5.2.2.2 Result Performance Athlete 
Filename Description 
ListR.esult.asp • Display the result performance athlete in each competing 
sport, users able to view in full sport list or either chooses 
a particular soort they want. 
Table 5 .2: Client Side Display Information Coding 
Below is the code in the List Result.asp to display the re ult performance athlete in each 
sport event 
11 h'l'( 111. !•:OF 'l'h I\ 
·01111 1 t'I'• 111 11 And No 1 ,. 1 h'l' • 1111. f.OF 
. w I l I I " 'I' I " l I q Jl I I I l .•• 
• Wr It 1 " 'l' •'I-'< I I 
I. """ , " h 
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Response.Write "<Td><Font siz •2>" & rsSearchTeam("tt._Country")& 
"&nbsp;</Font></Td>" 
Response.Writ "<Td align•center><Font size==2>&nbsp" & 
rsSearchTeam("tt_TotalDelegate")& "</Font></Td>" 
Response.Writ "<Td align=center><Font size=2>&nbsp" & 
rsSearchTeam("tt_NoWheelchair")& "</Font></Td>" 
Response.Writ "<Td align=left><Font size•2>&nbsp" & rsSearchTeam 
("tt ArvDate")& "</Font></Td>" 
Response-:write "<Td align=left><Font size=2>&nbsp" & rsSearchTeam 
("tt DptDate")& "</Font></Td>" 
Response-:write "</Tr>" 
rsSearchTeam.MoveNext 
counterTeam = counterTeam + 1 
Loop 
5.2.2.3 Athlete Biography 
Filename Description 
AthleteBiography.asp • Display the Athlete information, users able to click 
on the Athlete ID to view the athlete biography in 
detail. 
Table 5 .3: Client Side Display Athlete Biography Coding 
5.2.2.4 Accommodation 
Filename Description 
Accommodaiton.asp • Display the athlete or delegate accommodation information, users allow to click on the Name of 
athlete or delezate to view the information in detail. 
Table 5 .4 Client Side Display Accommodation Coding 
5.2.2.5 Transportation 
Filename 
ListA Individual.asp I i play the date, time for the delegate arrival and 
d ·partur ·. er able t click on the Name of 
d I pnt • I i ·w the inf 1 mati n iu d tail. 
u crs nlH able t view Ii ·t ace rdin > nly t 
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5.2.2.6 Generate Report 
File Name Description 
Li stSportReport. asp • View list in the bar chart 
Table 5 .6 Client Side View List In Chart Coding 
5.2.3 Administrator Side Coding 
5.2.3.1 Login 
Filename Descriotioo 
login.asp • Allows super or assistant administrator to key in user id and 
password according to the rezistered field for the game. 
checklogin .asp • Checks user's authorization according to the registered 
field for the game. 
Table 5.7: Administrator login Coding 
Below is the coding in checkLogin.asp to check the administrator authorization in each 
field and for the each game. 
If rsLogin.EOF Then 
Response.Redirect "Login.asp?Try=True&Field=" & strFieldName & 
"&ID=" & strID & "&event=" & Request ("event") 
Ellseif UCase(rsLogin("r_Password"))= UCase(strPassword) Then 
checkField = InStr(rsLogin("r_Field"), strFieldName) 
If checkField <> "0" and Instr (rsLogin ("r_Admin"),strAdmin) 
<>"0" Then 
Dim strName, strValue, strField_Name 
Session.Timeout• 60 
For E ch s Fi ld in Login.Fi lds 
u 
v ) u 
N w Gdm" Th n 
••• "' ••• ' ••• f •• 
111,0 
1¥ " 
l 'l'J'I Y 'J't U 
l I I I t. 
'1'1 u • ov n " 
l;n 
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strFieldNam & "&ID=" & strID & "&event=" & Request("event") 
End If 
5.2.3.2 Change Password 
Filename Description 
CbangePassword.asp • Change assistance administrator password 
checkPassword.asp • Check with old password and assizn a new nassword 
Table 5.8 Change Assistant Administrator Password Coding 
5.2.3.3 Registration 
Filename Description 
adduser.asp • Register the new assistant administrator by the super 
assistant administrator. Make sure that registration UserID 
does same as existing Userld for the same game. It will 
inform if the entry UserID is already exist. 
• Change the administrator detail and update 
• Delete the administrator from list 
Table 5.9 Register New Administrator Coding 
5.2.3.4 Add, Delete And Update Information 
Filename Descri tion 
AddResultPerfonnance.asp • Add new result performance into list 
• Change and update the result information 
• Delete the result from list 
Add.t\ccommodation.asp • Add accommodation information into list 
• Change and update the information 
• Delete the informatiou from list 
AddADindividual.a p • Add arrival and departure individual 
informati n int Ii t 
• han c and update the inf rmation 
• I t th · inf rm ti n fr m Ii t 
• Add arrival and d partur Team in mati 11 
int list 
• 'h in · .111d upd rte the information 
• D ·I ·t • the inf rmnti JI rorn list 
• Add new 11hl ·t · i11fo1 mat ion 
• hann • und update th : thl tc m onnat: n ---i 
AddADTonm.a 'P 
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• Delete the information from list 
AddAthletics.asp • Add information on sport competed by athlete 
• Change and undate the information 
Table 5 .10 Add, Delete And Update Information Coding 
5.2.3.5 Entry Form 
Filename Description 
AthleteBiography.asp • Athlete biography entry form 
• Display detail in this form 
Accommodation .asp • Accommodation entry form 
• Display detail in this form 
ArrivalDeparturelnd.ividual.asp • Arrival Departure (Individual) entry form 
• Display detail in this form 
ArrivalDepartureTeam.asp • Arrival Departure (Team) entry form 
• Display detail in this form 
EntryFormSport.asp • Sport competing entry form 
• Display detail in this form 
ResultPerformanceAthlete.aps • Result performance entry form 
• Display detail in this form 
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5.3) SUMMARY 
System implementation is a coding phase which converts the system design into lines of 
instructions. The web based programming language includes Active Server Pages 
(ASP), VBScript and JavaScript was used to implement this system. This phase is 
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CHAPTER 6 SYSTEM TESTING 
Testing is not the first place where faultfinding occurs. Requirements and design 
reviews help developers to finds out problems early in the process of development. But 
testing is focused on finding faults to ensure that every function in programs works 
correctly accuracy, completeness and reliability. In developing this system, several 
stages are used for testing. First, each program component is tested on its own, isolated 
from the other components in the system. It is called as unit testing. It is followed by 
integration testing. During integration testing, modules are integrated with the interface 
built, and tested together. It is the process of verifying that the system components work 
together as described in the system. Next, interface testing is carried out and the whole 
system is tested 
The objectives of testing are stated below: 
I. Testing is a process of executing a program with the intent of finding an 
error. 
u. A good test case is one that has high probability if finding an as yet 
undiscovered error. 
iii. A successful test is one that uncovers an as yet undiscovered error. 
6.I TYPES OF TESTING 
The testing process is implemented throughout the development of p AMS. It is 
Unplemented in stages because the system itself is composed of modules. Testing 
conducted include unit tcstin , into ration testing us ·r interface and system te ting. 
Bottom.up test int , tral y w 1.· use I wh ·r · testin tarts with th fundamental 
c lllponcnls nnd lot works up th • hier rch o m dulc: until the fin I m ules is 
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Validation testing is done throughout the vanous tests. Validation is accomplished 
simple by executing a real-life function. For example, under the unit testing, the testing 
of a single program, or unit of code by the developer of the unit, validates whether the 
system is perform as designed (Perry,2000). 
6.1.l Unit Testing 
Unit testing focuses verification effort on the smallest unit of software design which is 
the software component or module (Pressman, 2001) Unit testing tests individual 
components to ensure that they operate correctly. These components include function 
and subroutines. Each component is tested independently, without other system 
components. 
The unit testing involves: 
CJ Testing the interfaces to ensure that the information flows properly into and 
out of the program unit. 
CJ Testing the boundary conditions to ensure that the components are operating 
correctly at boundary values. 
CJ Make sure that all independent paths in a control structure are tested at least 
once. 
o Testing all error handling paths 
Throu hout the development of PAM • unit testing was done after the development of 
•nch component and not at the end f devel ment f the whole system. Testing was 
done with all 'Ort, o way 1 check or error . If it was tested to be functioning 
iorrccll , d sv ·I pmcnt f th · nc t foncti n will be carried out. lse, debugging is 
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components arc operating correctly and without errors. Many tests were involved during 
the unit testing. Below here are some examples of it. 
1. Unit Test Case 1 
In the administration module, administrators are allowed to change their 
password. TI1e test was done to change the administrator's password and 
login again with the new password. 
-----,- 
Ou ut Anal sis of Test Result 
Change password The user id list box will 
form display to display all the registered 
enable administrator administrator. Only these 
to change their administrators are able to 
password. change their password. 
No Test Procedure 
1 Click on "Change 
Password" link from the 
admin login page. 
2 Select the user id from list 
box and enter the old 
password. Then key in the 
new password and new 
password is required to key 
in again in the confirm 
password text box. Click 
the submit button. 
Message prompt if 
the new password do 
not match the 
confirm password. 
Besides, if the old 
password do not 
match the selected 
user id, message 
error will prompt out 
Message "welcome 
f r tho e ho ar 
su ce ful login will 
pr mpt ut at the 
t p fth·l m nu. 
3 Login again with new 
password. 
The old password had 
changed and assigns a new 
password to the 
administrator and inserted 
to the database. 
Function of changing 
pas word successful. The 
old pass' ord was replaced 
with a new password in 
the database. 
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ii. Unit Test Case 2 
Both the client and administrator are allowed to search using search engines 
from their own modules. They can key in the keyword word or phrase in the 
search text box and select the search field (name, country, date, athlete id). 
Besides, this search engine able to search by 'All Words', 'Any Words', or 
Exact Phrase'. They also can type the key word with the Boolean operator 
AND, OR or Not or the symbol '-! ', '-' or'<>'. Testing was done to ensure 
that the correct record hits are displayed according to the keyword entered 
by user. 
10 hits displayed as 
expected. 
No Test Procedure Ou ut Ana sis of Test Result 
1 Enter keywords 'Japan 
AND Malaysia' in the text 
field and search by 'All 
Words'. Click o button 
Go to search result page 
and I 0 records are 
displayed 
Go to search result page 
and no record found will 
dis la 
No hits displays as 
expected 
2 Enter the same keyword 
with search by 'Any 
Words'. Click o button 
No hits display as 
expected 
Go to search result page 
and no record found will 
dis la 
3 Enter the same keyword 
with search by 'Exact 
Phrase'. Click o button. 
I 0 hits display as 
exp cted. 
The number of records 
displayed are same as 
test procedures 1. 
4 Reenter keywords 
'Malaysia AND Japan' in 
text field and choose 
search by 'AJJ Words . 
Click o button 
No hits displayed as 
'P cted. 
5 Enter keywords 'Malaysia 
R Jnpnn in the text field sea hp ge. 
md ehoos · th · 'AU W irds 
Enter k · w rd · • Mnln 2Jia N re rd di. pin in the 
J 1p1111' 111 lh • tc. t Iicl I an l . "II ·h p:\ tc, 
~c 11 ·It by 'F 11 ·t J'hrn · • • 
4 No hits display as 
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iii. Unit Test Case 3 
There are two types of administrator in this P AMS, they are super administrator 
and assistant administrator. The super administrator is responsible to register the 
new and change assistant administrator detail and allow them access to certain page 
according to the registered page. As a result, testing is done to check the 
administrator authorization. 
No Test Procedure 
1 Super administrator login to 
the registration page 
2 Add the new assistant 
administrator detail and 
check the 'Athlete 
Biography' checkbox. Then, 
click add button. 
3 Assistant administrator 
login to the 'Athlete 
Biography' page. 
4 Assistant administrator 
login to other page (other 
than 'Athlete Bio •raphy ) 
a le. 
Super administrator update 
th ' as, i ·tant adr tinistrnt r 
dctoil by 1111 w th ·m access 
to nll fi Id. 
A , i l~nl t lminn u '' 1 
I gin (o other pnv · ( 1tht·1 
th Ill I Athldt• I wrnph 
6 
Out ut Anal sis of Test Result 
Go to the registration 
page and welcome 
superadrnin' message 
shown at the top left 
menu bar. 
Super administrator 
successful login to the 
registration page. 
Assistant administrator 
detail will display in 
registration page. 
New assistant 
administrator bad added 
to the list. 
Go to 'Athlete 
biography' page and 
'welcome' with the 
assistant name message 
will shown at the top 
left menu bar 
Registered assistant 
administrator successful 
login to the 'Athlete 
Biography' page. 
Message prompt out to 
inform the login field 
1 incorrect. 
Assistant administrator 
only authorize login to 
the registered field. 
Assistant administrator 
able to access to all 
fi Ids. 
pdate detail will h w 
in th ' ta le. 
Assi taut administrator 
succes fol to zin to the 
oth r pa 1e. 
( 1<1 l the p·1gt 
<1 .c rdmg t town 
f i -ld 
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6·1.2 Integration Testing 
The objective of integration testing is to know whether the entire system is able to 
function as expected. All modules that are developed separately will be combined to 
form a complete system. Approach that applied in integration testing is top-Down 
Integration, where the highest-level main module is tested first and sub modules are 
then added gradually 
i. Integration Test Case l 
The client's module integration is done and tested to ensure that aJt units for users 
work correctly. 
Ou ut No Test Procedure 
A list of result 
performance athlete for 
the ' 1st para game' is 
displayed in the table. 
The detail is shown on 
athlete biography entry 
form. 
1 Click on '1 Para Game• 
from the Home page to 
access to the next page 
(selectedevent. asp) Then 
click on Result 
performance. 
(ListResult.aps). The detail 
of result can be archived by 
click on 'AhtleteID • 
AthleteBio a h .as 
Number of records is 
displayed according to 
the corre pendent link. 
The numb rs and 
'Ne: t • ·' h per link ar 
displ cd if the record 
ound ar c more than the 
r . ult p ·r 
2 Search using keywords and 
Boolean operators AND 
OR or NOT and then earch 
by •All words , 'Any word 
and ' • u t Pin use. 
Vi ' th • I 11 11 f 11111 ip;tnt 
101 e ich ·I HI 111 dt trl 
(/ \f,\j ortU11 urt 111p) 
Tub I · 6 4 f nt ·prntmn l . .,t Ca 1.; I 
Anal sis of Test Result 
Any user can access to 
the user module without 
login but they are 
forbidden to change the 
information. 
The numbers of record 
for correspond game are 
displayed and record 
correctness is checking 
according the record in 
the database. Clicking 
the 'Next>>' hyper link 
·u display the next 
number of result. 
The total participant of 
each port hould be 
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ii. Integration Test Case 2 
Output Analysis of Test Result 
2 
to home pa e and the 
phras e · elcomc to the 
'U ic · .. 'ful I in 1 rrson' i 
dt, app .ann r 
_No Test Procedure 
Go to corre pond page and 
the 'Welcome Superadmin' 
will indicate at the top of the 
left menu. 
Login as super 
administrator with valid 
ID and password. 
- 
Click the 'UserID' from 
the (registration. asp) 
link to (addUser.asp) 
and change the detail. 
Click 'update' button. 
A form displays the 
corresponding user id 
details. The administrator's 
new details will display in 
the table after 'update' 
button is clicked. 
Successfully checks for 
valid ID and password. 
Check on the new 
details for correctness 
and found out the 
details were changed. 
3 Add the new 'Athlete 
biography' (add.Athlete. 




through the administrator 
~;--+-::-s~ite~·~~~~~~~-+-~~~~~-:--~~~~f--~~~~~~~--J 
4 Update athlete biography The updated infonnation The information is 
information, result should shown the different successful change form 
performance from the list from the pervious record. the list 
through the administrator 
site. 
These new information 
should be able seen by the 
clients at the client site at the 
correspondent page. 
The new information is 
added into the each field 
respectively. 
5 TI1e information is 
deleted from the field. 
Deleted information should 
be move from the list at the 
correspondent page. 
Delete athlete biography 
information, result 
performance from the list 
through the administratir 
site. - 6 o iout fr rn the 
admini trati n ite. 
The administrator had 
logout from the 
administration site 
·---------- 
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6.1.J Interface Testing 
TI1e interface should be user friendly and not misleading. Linking from one web page to 
anotJ1er must be given in a suitable way and error messages must be clear and straight to 
point. It is crucial to ensure that the user understands what he/she is doing, and knows 
what is the expected outcome. 
Interface Test Case 1 
~No - ---- - Test Procedure Ou tout Analysis of Test Result 
l Use the different size of The differentiate The alignment of the 
computer to test the system between the layout must be 
alignment of the acceptable 




Show the system to the real The interface Make the changes 
user and give the comment should acceptable regarding the response 
- on the interface desizn. bv the real user. from the real user. 
Table 6.6 Interface Test Case 
6·1.4 System Testing 
System testing is a series of different tests whose primary purpose is to fully exercise 
the computer·based system. Although each test h a diff rent purpose, all work to 
v rify" e that the ystem elements ha e een pr p rl intcgrnt d and p rform the allocated 
functions l 11. 
8Y· tc111 tc 1ti11p is d uc to t'll ttr th 11 the . h.·tu ful 1U the u t mcr's requirement. The 
int •1 , t d t e •' muduk•, mttsl I c <lf ·iakd v '1th )th ·r " st ·1n • ·mcnts such as hardware, 
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The objectives of system testing are to ensure the developed system functions properly 
Witl10ut faults or errors, process incoming data correctly and output accurately, expected 
data, guarantee that the user interface is intuitive so that the end user can interact easily 
witl1 the system. 
In order to ensure that the whole system (after integrate with other two system -PSMS 
and POSC) functions properly work before delivering to the client (MPC), we have 
tested the system with the staff in MPC. A few staffs from the MPC were selected to 
test this system. Test script (enclose in Appendix) was distributed to them. They tested 
the system regarding the test script that we had given to them. Besides, we also 
explained the system flow to them to let them easier to give the comment regarding the 
system we had developed. 
From the test script, 80% said that the system is user-friendly. The system functions are 
Straightforward without sophisticating feature. The end users know how to operate with 
the system functionality such as search engine and fill in the forms easily for the 
administrator side. 70% tester said that this system is quite suitable for their admin 
usage but if want fully use this system, some of the feature need to add in to built up 
lllore complex system. 
1 OO% of the users understand the error mess a s that were prompted out whenever they 
entered invalid input to the sy tern or blank th mandatory field. Before saving data to 
Uic datubas · data nlid uion pr css will h · for ac eptable information. For 
cxa111plc, if n user tnes t input in ilid ~ rmat date. an err r me sage ill prompt out 
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6.2) SUMMARY 
Many types of tests are done before a system can be released to the client. The objective 
of software testing is to detect errors, debug errors and generate functional programs. 
To achieve this objective, four types of testing namely unit test, integration test, 
interface test and system tests are carried out. 
Unit testing is done to test functional specification of individual components. 
Integration testing checks the incorporated components with the interface built. It is the 
process of verifying that the system components work together as described in the 
system. Interface testing is to make sure that the design of system is acceptable by the 
user and to test the understanding of operate system by themselves. Lastly, system 
testing validates software once it bas been incorporated to a larger system. 
During the testing phase of P AMS, many types of errors occurred which causes system 
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CHAPTER 7 SYSTEM EVALUATION 
System evaluation is a process of evaluating the developed system and it is the ultimate 
Phase of developing a system before delivery the system to the end users. Evaluation 
Was related to user environment, attitudes, information priorities and several other 
concerns tltat are to be considered carefulJy before effectiveness can be concluded. At 
all phases of the system approaches, evaluation is a process that occurs continuously, 
drawing on a variety of sources and information. It also states all the problems faced 
and their solutions as well, system limitations, system strengths and future 
enhancements. 
7.1 PROBLEM AND SOLUTION 
Various problems were encountered during the development of PAMS. Most of the 
Problems occurred due to lack of experience and knowledge in web-based 
Programming. Some of the problems were resolved by changing the design which is 
stated earlier. Below are the problems and their solutions. 
7.I.1 Difficulties in choosing a Programming Language 
Problem: There are several popular pr grammin languag in the market which are 
llSed for web development. Ch in a uitabl programming language was a critical 
ProccsN as nil tool hn c their own, tr ·ng,th. und eukne . 
Solution: f n 1 lei 1 sol c- tlu. p1 bleru, t scur h 1n rm ru 11 fr m Internet and study 
n th • , ti 'HJ.tilt. in I " • 1kt1t· .. l~ if c 1 ·h f" r ammut fore 1 make the 
<I· ·1 1u11. I le. i It.· , I 11. 0 .sec.:k ud i .e an J u \ i ·w fr m ur cm ue nu e en senior· in 
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some programming languages because my coursemates has experienced various 
programming languages during their industrial training. After that, I have chosen a 
programming language that support all the requirements defined in P AMS system. 
7.1.2 Setting Up Connection 
Problem: As the whole PAMS planned to be developed using Microsoft Visual 
InterDev, configuration with Windows 2000 Professional, Visual InterDev and SQL 
Server 7 .0 must be set up. There was difficulty when trying to connect the Project in 
Visual InterDev to the Windows 2000 Professional operating system as the local server. 
Several attempts were carried out to reinstall the software yet the effort failed. 
Solution: The Windows 2000 Professional operating system was reinstalled using a 
different file system which is NfFS. Before this, the file system selected is FAT 32. 
After using NTFS, the connect.ion was successfully made. 
7·1.3 Lack of Knowledge In Web-based Programming 
Problem: The programming of web-based application does not only involve the setting 
of the server and the development of executable codes. Structure designing is also 
required. esides, not much time i pent n tudying the A P web-based programming 
since there are other thing t learn such n Vi sual Inter c 6.0 and Microsoft SQL 
S~rvcr 7 .0. Difllcultics were ·nc unterc during codin , in the early stages of 
dov~1 pinr the PAM. . stem, 
Solution: Mu h rcmlmp, urnfr1.1 mdmr th· ASI scnpt and annl si have provided 
tts • · . . • • 1• 1011 • • 111 ~c. lviur m iu · 1 1 l lcm. Di~ u. m 1 with rn:11d. an participating in 
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7.1.4 Lack of Time 
Problem: Since too much time was spent on learning ASP, SQL Server 7 .0, Visual 
lnterDev 6.0 and debugging errors in the earlier stage, the time less is insufficient. 
Several functions under planning are unable to be developed. Audit trail table function 
suggested in the earlier stage is ignored. 
Solution: This function is suggested in the future enhancement part. 
7.1.S Determine Scope of The System 
Problem: It's quite hard for me to determine the scope of the system, as this is system 
management athlete information. The detail that involved in the management process is 
unclear because of the inexperience in the topic. Beside that, the resources get from the 
Malaysia Paralympic Council is quite litter. As a result, fully implemented such system 
was another hindrance to implement true workable system. 
Solution: Finally, many discussions were carried with group members and coursemates 
to help me outline the scope of the project to be build in the initial stages. Besides, 
always keep contact with the officer in MPC to ensure defined scope is fulfilling the 
requirement. Surfing on Internet also gained some idea in defining scope. 
7.1.6 U e of Micro oft QL erver 
J>robl ·111: 'Ilic concept of u in 1 the Dat1 n. Munag ment ystem (DBMS). which is 
Mier nwO S()L . er ·r 7 . 1: 1uit · onfu un dunn th· arly stage of the PAMS 
crver 7. 0 failed. As a 
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Solution: Advice and guidance from coursemates have contributed to solving this 
matter. The cause of problem was identified and the database security login name was 
changed to 'sa' and the database selected is Paralympic. 
7.1.7 System Integration 
Problem: After finishing develop the PAMS system, integration with other sub two 
system (PSMS and POSC ) was carried out. During the integration, a lot of the errors 
Were found because of the different synchronization. The data is unsuccessful pass from 
the other sub system, especially in the create new game sub module of the PSMS. 
Solution: Synchronization of the whole is done again and a lot of changes on system 
coding also carried out. After that, system integration is done again. 
7.2 SYSTEM STRENGTH 
7.2.1 Authomation and Authentication 
Every administrator has a user ID and password to access the administrator module of 
PAMs. The super administrator has priority to access certain sites which are prohibited 
from access by other administrators. This security feature is aimed in preventing 
unauthorized administrat r from acce ing the system critical or sensitive data. 
7.2.2 S •nrch l~n~ine 
PAMS provide» a senr .h engine th 11 can s ·ar h athl itc infi mmhon, result performance, 
de] !'Ille 1111val md d ·p u 1111 • d m: mcl tim • h entering kc rd. nly. Boolean 
()p ·1 nt<H cun I · u cd 1 111 1 c the sem clung m r • cffic1cut and aster • .arch data on the 
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Besides, user can search the query by' All Word, Any Words, or Exact Words' to match 
the result. 
7.2.3 Error Controlling 
PAMS provides easily understood error messages when a user attempts to perform 
illegal action, a process is unsuccessfully done, error in accessing database and so on. 
For example, when an administrator tries to summit a form without filling the 
mandatory field completely, the message box with "Mandatory field is required" will be 
prompted out. 
7.2.4 User-friendly Interface 
PAMs system designed with user-friendly Graphic User Interface (GUI) components, 
such as interactive bar menu, hyperlink to other pages, dynamic side navigation etc. 
This is used to minimize the user actions when performing certain task. 
7.2.5 Time-effectively with Less Manpower Management 
P AMS helps administrator to manage athlete information time-effectively with less 
manpower and provide computer ystem and paperle working environment with the 
Purpose to improve the system athlete management in MP . Thi will o ercome of the 
overload paperwork nnd uli-:o help I incrcas w rk ·ffi ieuc and productivity. 
7.2.(, Dn1ttb e and Sy. h'm 'Ir up irenc 
AU lh 11 ·1 iuclu hnf the tdmuu. trnl >1 ml.! n t e cd t th database management 
fl lit un, y I ·rn • Im .ture aud . tern · >diup. S i, he u crs do not 11 ·cd to know anything 
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7.3 LIMITATION 
7.3.I Browser Limitation 
P AMS is limited to certain browser. Most of the scripts are written in VB Script which is 
not supported by other browsers such as Netscape Communication. Thus, PAMS can 
only run with browser Internet Explorer or above. 
7.3.2 Password 
The PAMS system does not provide a function for the administrators to retrieve their 
passwords once they have forgotten their passwords. So they have to refer to the super 
administrator once they forget their password. 
7.3.3 System Use Only for Certain Game 
Develop of this system is only suitable use for running the Para Game. Other than that 
(Fesipic Game, National Grune) are not suitable because lack of a few features which 
are required for running the other game. 
7.4 FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 
7.4.1 Printing Report 
Thi. system docs not pr vidc th print funct:J n. 111c en rated re rt only can print by 
u 'inp th window print uncti n ·1 print the report generate by the system in 
11PP•op1in1 · funn 11, prmt fon tmn ·houlu pr idc Prmt out the rep rt is important and 
Osier for the nnnl i pur1 sc lit · rc1 rt nt un a nncal as w ·II as imp rtant data 
thnt 1 ·qmti..·d b th · htf hrr le cl 11m11 11'cmcnt It al .o c 111 fuuctic n as to evaluate the 
l)Crfo1m Ill • of the uthl •le f' r 
c. pccinlly f r mnl ticnl purpose 
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7.4.2 Less Useful Report 
Even though the report is generated from the system, but it can still be improved by 
providing more useful and meaningful reports for the management. Reports such as 
show in bar chart should provide more detail about how many participants for each 
classification sport and also state how many male, female for that classification sport. 
7.4.3 Create New Table For The New Game 
In this P AMS system, all the information is stored into the same table for every 
different game. For example, athlete biography information for J ~' Asian Para Game and 
2nd Asian Para Game are store in the same table. Store information in a different tables 
for the different game will easier the administrator to manage the information. So, the 
system should able create a new table by itself with the same table structure when a new 
game is created. 
7.4.4 Suitable For All Game Usage 
After we tested the system in MPC, we informed that this system is only suitable use for 
running the Para Grune, other than Para Game such as Fespic and national game is not 
Suitable. So that, the other feature should add in to make the system more complicated 
for the usage for all the game. 
7.4.5 Pn word J;,ncr ptien 
The passw rd fil'ld in th· adnurnstrut r ta le i n t encrypted. This exposes it to 
N 'Curit 1 il-lk b ·c mse tll , J a .. sw rd rs n >f in on 1d ·ntial fi rm and it can be easily seen 
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7.4.6 Database Integrity 
The backup and restore function was not included in this system. This function is very 
important if an accident occurred causing damage to the system and database. So, the 
contingency planning is needed because the disaster will cause loses to the information. 
The backup must be schedule in one proper manner that the important and critical data 
must backup in daily basis. 
7.5 KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE GAINED 
Throughout the development of P AMS, a lot of valuable knowledge and experience 
were gained. Tue fundamental of web application development was learnt especially in 
Web-based programming language such as Active Server Page, VBScript and Java 
Script. Furthermore, knowledge on SQL Server 7 .0 and Visual lnterDev 6.0 were 
gained through the whole system development. Besides, knowledge on setting and 
configuration of the hardware and software was gained too. 
The most valuable experience from the P AMS development is going through the whole 
system development life cycle. Additionally, software engineering techniques were 
applied and the theories that have been learnt were put into practical use. Besides, the 
communication skill also gained when having the interview with officer in MPC and 
also officer in Sport Science Center of University Malaya. 
After , ccomplis hin thi , pr ~cct u clearer picture f a pr grammer and an analyst job 
was revealed. Apart fr m thi , include me ting with users to 
llnd ·ml ind 11 · rs' r ·quir •1111.mt, • 1 Jin t ' pr ct r ". urce , prepare for project 
d cum ·11t11ti u and th ·rs 
-nc 1L Ill c II a pcct. in preparin U1 se wh want to 
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7.6) SUMMARY 
The PAMS has been completed successfully whereby the system has gone through all 
the system development life cycle. System Evaluation is the last phase in the system 
development. It is an evaluation and review process for the end system. Through this 
evaluation, developer can review the problems encountered and solution to solve it. 
Moreover can understand more about the system strengths and system limitation. Then, 
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CHAPTER 8 CONCLUSION 
This project is going to develop a Paralympic Athlete Management System (P AMS) 
which is used to provide user athlete information and also manage the athlete 
information when running the game. 
From the first phase of development of this system which is done in the first 
semester is to carried out the research and study on material are related to the 
project. Define the objective of the project and also determine the system scope. 
Besides functional requirement of the system must be finalized in this stage. 
Consideration of the development tools also carried out to chose the pertinent tools 
in developing this system In this stage, system design also be done, to transform the 
functional requirement to the working model. In the second phase which is done in 
the second semester is to implement the whole system After built up the system, 
system testing and evaluation were done by several groups of users. 
From the process gather the information until built up the whole system, it provide a 
golden opportunity to learn how to communication with each other either with group 
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INTRO.DUCTION 
Paralympic Athlete Management System (PAMS) is a system that provides an athlete's 
infonnation and manage the athlete information when organizing the games. This 
system enables users to record, update and retrieves the new information required easily 
and also provides a quick search on the data. 
This system has two major modules, namely 
1. User Module 
This module is catered for users. Administrator ha acccs to thi module 
also. Users can search the athlete information through this system. 
ii. Administration Module 
This module is only for administrator. Users are not allowed to access this 
module. There have two types of administrator - super administrator and 
assistant administrator. Super administrator is responsible to register a new 
assistant administrator and create a new game. Meanwhile the assistant 
administrator is responsible to keying the collected data. Both administrators 
also can perform searches on data through the search engine. 
ea t use and learn. A imple p int and click can execute all functions 
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ABOUT THIS MODULE 
This manual is organized into 4 parts, namely 
1. Hardware and Software Requirement 
This section contains the hardware and software requirement for both server 
and client's computer. 
11. Setting Up Paralympic Sport And Athlete Management System 
The method to set up the system is elaborated here. 
m. Using User Module 
User module consists of 5 sections. In this section, all function of User 
Module are discussed. Samples of screen are also shown. 
rv. Using Administration Module 
Administrator consists 6 sections where it is then divided into sub sections. 
In this section, all functions of administrator Module are discussed. Samples 
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Part I: Hardware and Software Requirements 
Below here are the software and hardware requirement for both client and server. 
1 .1 Hardware Requirement for Server 
1. At least 64 MB RAM but 128 MB of RAM is more ideal 
n. At least 233 MHz processor 
in. At least 1 GB free hard disk space 
Iv. And other standard peripherals that include keyboard, mou e and monitor. 
1.2 Software Requirement for Server 
I. Windows 2000 professional 
u. Microsoft SQL Server 7.0 
ur. Internet Explorer 5.0 or above 
IV. Internet Information Server 5. 0 
1.3 Hardware Requirement for Client 
1. At least 2 MB RAM 
JJ. At I a t J 
iii. th ·r standard p ·riplPrnl.. includin k b ard, mouse and monitor 
I A So \ :11 • I .qun ·111 ·111 f 1 h ·11t 
I. Wi11d s < /98 m W111 lo 00 l rnf · '>1011 al 
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Part II: Setting Up Parnlympic Sport And Athlete Management System 
2.1 Install HS and SMTP Server instructions 
o Click on tart> Setting> ontro! Panel> Add/Remove Programs. 
c Add/Remove Programs windows will appear, click on Add/Remove Windows 
omponent button. 
o Check on internet Information ervices and press Next button. A me sage will 
prompt to ask user to put in the windows 2000 or XP installation CD. 
o Follow the instruction provided to complete the US and SMTP ervcr 
installation 
2.2 Install and configure MS SQL Server 7.0 instructions 
o Insert MS SQL Server 7.0 CD, a setup menu will pop up. Click on install SQL 
Server 7.0 Component. Then, click on Database Server - Desktop Edition to 
start the set up of MS SQL Server into your PC. Follow the instructions 
provided to complete the installation. 
o After the set up process is complete, click on Start > Programs > Ms SQL 
Server 7.0 >Enterprises manager. 
CJ Created a blank database with the name para/ mpic' . 
CJ After the database created click tart> Program > M QL erver 7.0 >Query 
Anal izer. 
o In th ·n Jt1<'!J An I .r. p n • J or ( mpt · .• ql'' from the database" folder in 
th" D and s I t 't tralv 1111 tc". un th uery to created table into the 
ncw dutnbn: • r ·111 ·d 
2. \ In f tll I' rrnl mpi · Spo1 t nd thlt•h' nnngt·m nt • st .m in truction · 
u An ·r · mlwur • the M S L, a ln11n1-..1H1t 1 ha t c py the older name "pams' 
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folder. This folder includes all the ASP files, HTML and other files, which are 
used in the syste1". 
2.4 Starting Paralympic Sport And Athlete Management System 
o Before start Paralympic Sport And Athlete Management System, please make 
sure US server and MS SQL Server is running. 
o Now, the Paralympic Sport And Athlete Management System is ready to use. 
o Open IE browser and enter http://http_host/psam /eventList.html, 
"llttp_lwst" is web server host name and "psams" is Paralympic port And 
Athlete Management System root folder 
o Example: http://localhost/psams/index.html 
o The super administrator usemame is superadmin with a temporary password 
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Part Ill Using User Module 
3.1 Starting PAMS for User Module 
1. Open the web browser, which is Internet Explorer 
2. Then type the address (URL) and press Enter. The address will be 
http://computername!PAM eventl.ist.asp where the computername i the web 
server name that P AMS is located. 
3. After that, the main page of PAMS can be seen as shown on below. 
Th• •xlrlenc. -of" Olubled 
commul\tty that)s . 
prog.-nl••• produ<i>ve. 
confldu1t. competltl•~ 
••l•v•l'lt and lnt•gr•t•d with 
tha Yoci•tV through th• 
Paralymplc "•mu 




111(2002 Ku 1 Lumpur 
1'1/2002 Ku 1, mpur 
Quldt. Vin For Madols 
Table1 
ti U!A..Um1 ·~ • UtA.Uml 
• p114fmpl1d ht-10 
• :J 
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4. At this page, you can see a list of games with the start date and venue of the 
games, which is shown in a table. User can access every game by click on that 
hyperlink. For example, users can search information on Para Game by click on 
the Para Game hyperlink. 
5. At the bottom of this main page, there have other two hyperlinks- One Stop Center 
and Super Admini trator Login. 
6. One Stop Center hyperlink is provides a link to Paralympic One Stop Center 
(POSC) system. 
7. Super Administrator Login hyperlink is only provides for the super administrator 
who want to create a new game (eg, 2°d Para Game) or add a new assistant 
administrator. 
8. At the right side of the frame, there are some links, which are provided for users to 
quick search on the medal achieved by the country. 
para game 
• Stat OatE: 1/2/i'!JJl p IC Encl oam: 3/3/'Jm 




• Trnocuatm cream) 
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1. After click on Para Game link, you will access to this page and the information you 
w111 search a11 are related to Para Game. 
2. Tab]e shown in this page consist of two columns, which is information about the 
sport management and information about the athlete management. In this user 
manual, only the information on the athlete management will discuss. 
3. User can access to the athlete management field by click on the link. 
4. All the screens in this system have a left menu on the left side after access from the 
main page. 
5. Click on the left menu will drop down another list. For example, click on the Athlete 
Management link will drop down a list of Athlete Biography, Transportation, Result 
Performance and Game Village. (can see in Figure 3.3) 
6. This left menu list is to provide a quick link to the required page. 
3.2 Athlete Biography of User Module 
para game 
Record: 1 ~ 10 of 11 • l\:omu - BM'lm Athletics Place of Dirth Z Chu h Poh Sun M le 
Ml fsdf Female 
dfsuf Male 
Swimm nq, !"ru n9, Johor MLll11ys111 Male 
A hi l•t , I u 1 , Johor Moll ystll Male 
Alhl IC • I n9 a, P •ra Ml ys1a Male 
Athl \iCt, I , I l r rm! 
A ti IC , Al r, Y. d I MI y Ii Ml 
rwnr Fm I 
I 11, di, d , M I yc11 Mal 
F N'1 I 
I l 1 ~f Chu ng M 
u 
JI • 1 
f" 11 
.u 
1 t I 
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1. The figure 3.3 display entire 'ist of the athlete biography information of the Para 
Grune. 
2. The list of the table is only show some important information about athlete 
biography. lf the users want to get the detail of each athlete. They can achieve by 
click on the Athlete 11 link. Thi link is to show the detail of the athlete you 
selected which is displayed in form format. You can ee in the figure 3.4. 
3. Total records of the athlete biography information are shown at the top of the table 
list, which are 11 record . 
4. Every table is only display 10 record . lf the total record are more that I 0, the 
records will be shown in the next page. The link i provided at the bottom of each 
table if the found records are more than 10. 
5. This link also provides for the user directly go the desire page by click on the 
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pera game 
ATHL T BIOGRAPHY ORM 
A Pffi$0\JAL DETA1L 
l!lm.JJti I 
1. Athloto 10 12 
2. Fomily Namo jChuoh 3. Given Namo !Poh Sun 
4. Country for which you are competing !etiuoh Poh Sun 





7. Place of Birth lKongser 
city/town 
8. Disability category r Amputee 
r Wheelchair 
r Cerebral palsy r Visually impaired 
r Intellectual disability r Les autros (othor) 
9. Do you compete in a wheelchair !Yes ::::J 
11. Manta! Status Ising!~ 10. Occupation/profession lS1udent 
Figure 3 .4 Detail of the Athlete Biography 
6. After get the detail of the athlete, user can back to list by click the View List link 
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3.3 Search Result of Athlete Biography Information 
para game 
I llM:k lg Full Utl I 
Rocord:l - 3 of J • - Namn Pl;1cn nl l\lrth Uii'ilm fsdf F m I i Cheah Bao Y1h Malo Athletics,fsd, fsd 
.5 Cheah Bao Y1h Female Swimming,fds, dsaf 





Figure 3.5: Search Result of the Athlete Information 
1. Figure 3.5 shows the search result of the athlete information. 
2. User can search the information by type the words into the search text field and 
select the category field and then user also can search by All Words, Any Words or 
Exact Phrase is provided. Then pre s o button. 
3. Figure 3.5 shows the earch r ult n the Name category and search by All Words. 
4. l\fi •r scar hin , u er an c ntinu • their car hin through this page also. Once 
sea hin , is fini hcd, bac t full li t b click n the Back to 1'?1/1 List which is 
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3.4 View Report ln Bar Chart 
-~~ . para game 
~_,-~~pie 
Council 
T olal Participants In ach Sport I JI.ads IA Utt I 
Sport: Athletics 
4 Participants 





2 Male ( 66.66% ) l Fem le ( 33.33% ) 
Male ············- 
Female lo.:• ~.··.,,;,:.iJtit<::r.i..;..,......., 
Sport: Swimming 
4 Participants 
2 Male ( 50% ) 2 Female ( 50% ) 
• 
Figure 3.6: Total participant in each sport type 
1. Figure 3.6 shows the total participant take part in each sport type in the Para 
Game. 
2. Percentage Is count accordin to Male and F mal and then displays the result in 
the bar chart, which can see ab ve figur 
3. If the u er want to di play the list in tabl f rmat, they can click the Back To List 
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3.5 Result Performance of User Module 
para game 
CLASSIFICATION: sl • Nnma ·- t:v1:11l(l(oi.ull Arr.hlv11) l Tan Cheong Wei Malo Malays! Amputo OOm(l2.00 ) 
CLASSIFICATION: s2 • 'Jame ·- Cntcqnry C:vt111l(Ru;ull l\rcltlvu) ~ . Ch~ng Eng Kok Male Malaysia ,Cerebral palsy lOOOm ( lh 53m) 
CLASSIFICATION : 83 
Athlete '" 
10 ~ veme ·- ~ !Lee Cheon Shung iMale Malaysia ·1ntellectual disabdit 1000m(lm 2Ss) ~ 
Figure 3. 7 List of Result Performance Athlete 
Cateqorv Cvenl(Re!>ull Ard1ivl!) 
1. Figure 3.7 shows the list of the result performance achieves by the athletes in 
each sport according to the clas ification. 
2. This list i als di play the imp rtant inf rmation only if the users want to get 
mer detail f ch re ult achie b the athlete, they can access through click 
n th· 11th! •1 • II Jin 'I hen th · d tail will h \ in the form format. 
• ·1 als all wed . c rch the r · ult b u m the search function. Type the 
t• wr 1 I an I then sci· ·t th · nt • ror ficl . Athl te 1 , Name or ountry) by 
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4. The drop down list box at the top of the search bar is enabling the user to display 
the resuJt according to sport. The resuJt sho-vn in the figure 3.7 is display full 
list. 
5. The drop down list box consists of all sports competed by the Athlete in Para 
Game. If the user just wants to display the certain page, they can display by 
select that sport and the list will only display the result of that sport. 
6. Figure 3.8 only display the result of Athletics sport. 
CL.ASSlFICATION: sl 
Athlt!le 
. Ill ~mne Sex Country Cateqory 
E\•l:!llt(Re!>Ull 
,\rr.hivt1) 
lMale ,Malaysia !Amputee - tsoom(12.oos) ...J •• ..,,_ -- 
·- Male 1Malaysia Cerebral palsy cotcnorv I.: \ll!lll ( Rl11>Ull Arr.hlvr.) lO~m (lh 53m) 
8. 
e sh . th r ult o Athletic port only. The other result of 
v in the pa rt i elected. 
c rt in . p rt to displ y, if the u er want to search the 
7. Th· fi rur · a 
. 'P r1 will not 
ml'onn tion, , ·m ·h -n tine 
< 111 , 0U1 ·r sp 1 t inf unution 
111 s ·nr h the inf nati n on that selected port 
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match. (For example, the search keyword matches with other sport information 
also, but the ystem only display the Athletics Sp01t information only). 
3.6 Other Function of User Module 
1 . The other functions of the user module such as Game Village, Arrival & Departure 
by team or individual is similar to the previou ly discussed function. U e can 
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PART IV USING ADMINISTRATION MODULE 
4.1 Starting PAMS 
1. Open the web browser, which is lnternet Explorer. 
2. Then type the address of the Main Page which is same as the starting of P AMS for 
User Module. 
3. After that the main page screen will displayed (Figure 3 .1) 
4.2 Login 
1. The administrator required login before access to administrator page. 
2. This system has two types of administrator - super administrator and assistant 
administrator. The login screen for assistant administrator bas a little different with 
super administrator, which is show in the figure 4.1 and figure 4.2. 
3. Super administrator is responsible to create a new game and register new assistant 
administrator. 
4. Go to the page super administrator login screen by click the Super Administrator 
Login link at the bottom of the main page (figure 3.1) 
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5. Figure 4.1 is a super administrator login page for create a new game and register 
new assistant administrator. 
6. Then login the page with the User ID = Superadmin and currently 
password= I 234 5 6 
E11Cnt Rosu~ 
U5*rlD Event Schedule 
Pau.......i 
List Of Equipment 
Volunteer OetOJI 
A.Id Accommodation • 
r: Super Administrator r. Assistance Administrator 
I Submit I Reset I 
-..1 
Figure 4.2 Login screen for all of the fields 
7. Figure 4.2 is the login page for the assistant administrator but the super 
administrator can also access from this page. 
8. The different between the e two lo rin page are: if the super administrator login 
fr m thi page fi rure 4.2) he onl allowed to update the detail in Create New 
1•m1 • field he 11 t allow d t crcat a n w gam through this login page and must 
lo rin fr m the su er admini ·trot r I gin a c fi zur 4 .1 ). 
As istnnt a lmini, tint mt" l · m the r · 1i tercd er I and password with the 
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If want to update the assistant administrator detail, click on the User ID , and the 
detail will show on the form format, then changes the assis'ant detail and update 
agam. 
6. If want delete the assistant admini trator detail, click the 1 elete link , the detail 
will remove from the list. 













Name of Garn 
Administrator lAss1otonco Admln ::J 
Password 
Verify Password 
Field Name r Create New Game 
r Committee Structure 
r Event Result 
r Athlete Result Perfonnance 
r Arrival Departure (Team) 
r Arrival Departure (Individual) 
r Volunte r Detail 
r List Of Equipment 
r Event Schedule 
r Athlete Biography 
r Accommodation 
1aaga111- 19155mc&&N 
'. C~VAHPT lc~ua~.poh thye para g}me ~o~ittee struct~ra ~ 
l:ann~ Hehl i\ome 
Figure 4.3 Screen of Registration 
1 . Fi e 4.3 how the r gistration form for re ister new assistant administrator. 
2. upcr administrat r sh uld lo in fr rn the I n page. 
3. 1JY in the detail f new a i tant administrator and check the filed which is 
allow .d t a c ess b the :1. gi tant admmi trot r. 
4. Tlu.:111 submit this fonn b n the add utt n. 
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4.4 Change Password 
SUPERADMIN • 
Cltu1111e "'''"'rnnl ...... 
Old P~uwu..J CHUAHPT SUPERAOMIN 
NoowPa .. w.....J 
Conflrml~ ~ 
I S~bmlt I Re&et \ 
Figure 4.4 Screen of Change Password 
1. Figure 4.4 shows the change password page for the administrator 
2. The drop down list box shows the registered administrator. 
3. Select the user ID from the drop down list box. 
4. Type the old password for the selected User ID. If the old password do not match. 
The system will ask you to key in again. 
5. Type the new passw rd into th New Password fi ld and type again the new 
passw rd to the nfirm password field. Th p ssv ord must at least 6 characters. 
If th n w pas w rd d n t match th nfirm password or the new password is 
le. s than haractcr , . t m will pr mpt ut th rr r me age. 
7. An ·r 111i.'11cd h·111 te the pnss' rd, lie the ubmit utton. Then login with the 
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4.5 Arrival & Departure (Team or Individual) 
1 Add Info Utlll))I 
para game 
Display I All ::J 
.__ _..Name ::JUWA11Words :.:J~ 
Rocord:l - l of l 
Nomo Date Doporture 
pob Ihye 1Malaysia 25 26 1/12/1999 l/12/199 
Ar!'f\11:11 & Oept1rture (Jndlvidut1I) 
Record:l - 3 of 3 
1;.imo;w 
' Chuah pob Ihye Thailand - ..... --- ~ ........... -- -- ----. 
Nume Trm1!>porlatio11 l1MNJJifBil O..ite Deporturu 
Lee Ah Kao Malaysia 
-~ . -- - 
:· Testingl Malaysia ·.,.... __ ... __ ... ""' ~ 




. l/12/2001 ' 1/20/2003 
1/12/1999 1/12/1999 
!Add Wp ClodjyiduM)I 
. zl 
Figure 4.5 Arrival and departure information of administration module 
1. Figure 4.5 shows the list of arrival and departure information of Para Game. 
2. Add info (individual) or Add info (t am) link only shown after assistant had 
successfully lo tin to the pa e. Thi link provide for the assistant administrator to 
add n w ar ival and d ·p 1 t ur · inf rmati n t the Ii t. The mandatory field must fill 
in before add th detail I the Ii t, The mandat ry fi ld can be check by mouse 
r th •111'.l11rhtm:J1./l<'l1' hi hi· rho n nth· tt m ftab1einfigure4.6 
3. I\ ·1 a Id -d lite i11lo111iati 11 fl th Ji r, if th admini trat r want t chan es the 
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departure detail of delegate will shown in the form, the changes can be made and 
update again by click on the update button as shown in below: 
pie 
Coun 11 
Af-lRIVAL & DEPARTURE (INDIVIDUAL) 1111 ... u•tl 
2, Country Code js200 1. Country IThoilond 
!Chuoh Poh thyEl 3. Glv n N me jChuoh Poh Thyo 4 F mily N m 
4. Means of transportation to Mal ysia jTroin ::::J 




I Date lll/12/1998 
I Time F-. ~----- I Airline I Train /Bus 
I Flight No. (optional) 
I Location 
•Mandatory Fields 
Figure 4.6 Screen of entry arrival and departure (individual) form 
4. If want delete the information fr m the list, just click on th delete button. The 
detail will remove fr rn li t. 
5. Admini strut r als · m s ear h th· re ult by u ing the search engme which is 
imilar with th · m th d s ar h in u r m duJ 
di pla the full list, display only 
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4.6 Game Village 
Game Village I t,dd <larnt Ylll1g1 Info I mun+ ::JQIAllWords ::Ji Go- 















!Md Gama Vllf1g1 !nloJ 
Figure 4.7 List of game village information 
I . Figure 4. 7 shows the list of accommodation information of the delegate and athlete. 
2. The link Add Game Village Info provides for the assistant administrator to add new 
information to the list. 
3. This link only display aft r the a i tant administrator had successfully login 
oth rwi e it will not e ' n, 
4. Inf rmati n ab ut the ace mm dati n can al updated by click on the Contact 
I l1lc•R tlon Jin . ' he , istm 7 datu 111 1: la in the f rm which i hown in figure 
'1.8. 
Th 11pd 11 butt n pr 1 I· w rh • · lminn tr. t r to update the chan c inf rmation 













I nm...tJllS I 
1. Country IMatoys10 2. Country Code ls200 
laiuoh 3. D legato lPoh Thyo 
Given N mo Family N me 
4. Gender IMcJe 3 S. Passport Numb r 11230 
6. Total Number of Athl tes 121 7. Tot I Number of D I giltion St ff lJ2 
6. LOcation 147, jcJono 
10. Date Check Out l2115/1999 9. Date Check In ll/12/1999 
11. Food Supply Needed !Yes i] 
- Updale. I Oelela I 
•M•nd..tory Field Z::J 
























Jst Asean Para Games 
FORM·· I~· 
Anach Current 
Pbolo o( Applicant 
Write Name at 
the Back 
Thank you for taking the time to complete this form. By completing this form, you will be 
ensuring the accuracy and validity of your biography, which will be used for the media Please use 
a ballpoint pen and please print in BLOCK LETfERS. In some cases you need to tick the relevant 
boxes. 
A PERSONAL DETAILS 
l. Preferred Family Name l'.'Prererre<i Given Name t ___.l IL..-- __ ___, /.counuy for which you are competing ( k o-91-) I I 
.>: Gender D Male D Female 
6. Please list the sport you compete (Tick one) 
Athletics 
A. Place ofBirth 
Swimming 
~~~' '~~~--..JI '~~~~ 
~province country ~ 9.!Jltown 
Y Disability category D amputee D cerebral palsy 
D les autres (other) D visually impaired 
D intellectual disability 
D wheelchair 
YesD NoD 
}JY Occupatiol\lprofcssionl 1... __.! 11. Marital Status! ..... __. 
9. Do you compete in a wheelchair? 
R MA.JOR A IllEVEMENT 
l. H ve you t pre ted your country in otber international games? ff so, please specify which Games, the 









2. Are you a world/ParaJympic/Fespic/oational games record bolder fur any event(s)? [f so, please state which 
event(s) (including classification) the record time/clistancelbeight/weight., and when and where the record was 
set. 
3. Please list your personal best performances for each event 
4. Please list any other sporting results, achievements, awards or honours which you would like presented on 
your 1• Asean Para Games biography. 
C. GENERAL INTEREST 
1. How and why did you become involved in sport? 
2. What are your hobbiesflllterests? 
3. Please list any personal sponsors. 
















7o..-..;:<.<r.'1'4'.J. &i.f~<a.UC~~ c,H. Spo,.r"..:. ~.« ,."" Lt/-e. !ATHLETICS I FORMB 
ENTRY FORM-ATHLETE 
l ST ASEAN PARA GAMES 
25 - 30 OCTOBER 2001, KUALA LUMPUR 
(Please print or type) 
Please answer all questions 
COUNTRY~'~~~~~~~~~~~~~--' COUNTRY CODE 
Given Name 
Day Month Year 
Family Name 
Male D Female D l>ate of Birth 
Passport Number l.ssaiag Coantry 
Sport classification 
bisability category D 
D les autres (othen) D visaally impaired D whttlc:hair 
YesD NoD 
ampatee D intdlcctul disability 
Do you compete in a wbttlchair! 
~- ent(s) in Prioritv Order 
l. 4 . 
...... 




DECLARATION AND INDEMNIIY Cl.A.USE 
I dccl.an: that &h lofonn tion aud parti ula given abo e are accurate and correct to the bat of my knowledge 
l c:oolirm that l arn participating iq this t"' 
0 n "' respou ible fur any injury or any IQ 
cs on my own free will and that I shall not bold the 
·''"""""""""' io connection with tbil ~mes 
[ ~----____,} '~~~~ 
of Authoriud Pen.on Date 
] 










?o~'T.a'J. &'jT~<-a~ ti< Spo!Tr'~ ""~..,( ( .. c; Lc/.c 
FORMC I SWIMMING I 
ENTRY FORM-ATHLETE 
l ST ASEAN PARA GAMES 
25 - 30 OCTOBER 2001, KUALA LUMPUR 
(Please print or type) 




GivmName Family Name 
Day Month Year 
Male D Female D Date of Birth 
l:'u,port Number Issuing Country 
Sports classification 
l>isability category D 
D 
amputee D <'Cftbral paby D intdlectuat disability 
les antres (others) D visually impaired D whcckhair 
YcsD NoD l>o yoa compete in a wbcdchair! 
tveotls) in Prioritv Order 
I. 5. 9. 
2. 6. 10. 
3. 7. 11. 
4 8. 12. 
DECLARATION AND INDEMNITY O.AUSE 
I d I re Cbat the infomu1tion and particultn given allovc are accurate and correct to the best of my knowledge 
l confinn th t I m part i1• tiur. n (bis 1• tl a.-. amcia on my OW1I free will and that I shall oot bold the 
0 re 1~m bl for 111y njury or auy lo s what oever in onoedion with this Games 
Date 
















"7~"'4-rd'4. C'j{~ua, ~ S,/J.,.-sC..Z ·'T#d t'.rl. L4fG FORME 
ARR.IV AL/DEPARTURE (TEAM) 
1 sr ASEAN PARA GAMES 
25 - 30 OCTOBER 2001, KUALA LUMPUR 
{Please print or type) 
COUNTRYCODE ! .... __.. 
Ptease answer all questions: 
ff arriving as a delegation., please complde the following iaformatioa 
Delegation Contact 
Given Name Family Name 
Total of Delegation No. of blind I._ __ ___, ..._ __,} No. of Wheelchair usenl .... __ ___. 
Mca.as of tnmportatioa to Malaysia (tick one) D Airplane D Train D Bm 
Point of Entry to Malaysia (Crty) 



















UMt>Ull 2001 ., ......... 
-'4..J<<V< So~c«<uu:r~ 
7o""4'T'J4 &~e~u~ ,;..c Spo-r.t"J. ~..c £H- Lq~ FORMF 
ARRIV AUDEP ARTURE (INDIVIDUAL) 
1 ST ASEAN PARA GAMES 
25 - 30 OCTOBER 2001, KUALA LlThfi>UR 
(Please print or type) 
COUNTRY CODE 
PIC2SC complete the following information: 
Name: 
Given Name Family Name 
Means of transportation to Malaysia (tick one) D Airplane D Tnia D Bm 
Point of Entry to Malaysia (City) 





P nt I N me of /\aathori:ud l"t"rJOn Date 
l 
Un
ive
rsi
ty 
of 
Ma
lay
a
